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This project was developed under a sub-
contract .for the Oregon Department of
Education by Lane Community College,
Community Education Division, Eugene,
Oregon. Funds were provided by the
Governor,df Oregon from the Education -
al- Linkages Component of the CETA
Governor's Grant.

TATEMENT OF ASSURANCE
It is the policy, of the Oregon Department of Education that no
person be subjected to discrimination on the basis of race.
national origik religton;iix, age, handicap or marital statusin
any piograr, service or activitytOr which the Oregon Depart-
ment of Education is responsible. The Department will comply
with the requirements of state andiederal law concerning non-
dik rirai n ation and will strive by its actions to enhance the d ig riity
and worth of all persons. ,



INTRODUCTION TO PRE-APPRENTICESHIP

DESCRIPTION OF'APPRENTICESHIP

The Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship identifies awapOrenticeable occupation

as a skilled occupation that requires 'a minimum of one year of 2000 hours on-
1

the-job training. This on-the-job training and related educational training .

is the apprehticeable period.

VIEWPOINTS ABOUT PRE-APPRENTICESHIP

A

Pre-apprenticeship is viewed in many different ways by craftpersons, apprentice-

ship committees, educators and the general public.. 1

Concerns about pre-apprenticeship include the belief that the pre-apprenticeship

training will flood the market with applitants for apprenticeship or that .

,these trainees will go to work in the occupation as partly trained workersor,

that pre - apprenticeship would be considered a guarantee of entry into appren-

ticeship. These conflicting viewpoints create problems for persons fnterested

in apprent:iceship trainin

training programs.

NEED FOR PRE APPRENTICESHIP

it difficult to operate pre-apprenticeship

r
Pre-apprenticeship provides three benefits: -

.
.,

'1. Provides 0 screening device to determine motivation, interest, , -

manipulative aptitude and ability of persons to learn the skills :t

of the occupation.

2. Provides the individual with survival skills for handling personal

problems'and interpersonal relations on the job that may, include

abuse and sexual harrasSbent".

: Provides entry level-skills to help make the apprentide productive.

from the:first day on the job. The higher entry level skills of ,

the apprentice provides an incentive for the employer to hire

apprentices.

.1
.

, .
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HElf-PS PEOPLE.

To select a' skilled #cupation.

To identify the educational requirements of an occupation.

To-experience the hands-on skills of an occupation.
,e .

To develop good work -.''habits'.

.\
\ * Good job atteAdance N

\

* Punctuality

* Dependabilityi

* Time managemeht
,

\ To develop good attitudes.

* Contern for the Yob

* initiative ''?i

-* Interest 1 ..
i

, i

* Healthy, cooperative working'relations with fellow employees..
. .

TRAINING LEVELS FQR PRE - APPRENTICESHIP
.

. -

Pre-apprer!ticeship-training an be separate

training. *.These are:

PHASE 1

1,1

Provides the trainee with an opportunity to exploriseveral occupations. This

orientation to the parts counter trade includes t aining in trade terminology,

blueprint reading, tool usage, first aid and saf y'practices. This familiar-
,

*.1zation training includeshandsg-on experience in some of thebasic skill areas

together with information about the advantages nd requirements of parts counter.

/'The choice of an occupation to trains for in Phase 2-of pre-apprenticeship will

into three phases or stages of
. .

0.

L

be baed on these experiences. If the trainee decides not to-pursue this
.

occupation any further,,the training received to this 'point Will be useful in*
A

every day life.r-
tlias e'l includes diagnbstit:.tests to determine if "reading or mathematical

deficieneids exist that wou icap a person in the parts counter trade.:id haiit-

RemediaJ work will be provided to correct. these deficiencies.



Success on the jOb is direct13, related to job attitudes, work habits, 'and the

individual survival and copinig,skills. Training will begin on helping each
e .

individual aftain full potential in these personal skills._

Interpersonal skills will be developed which include:

* Communication skills

- paraphrasing, perception checks, non-verbal communication

. - communicating with superiors

* Personal effectiveness,

- problem solving, family relationships, sexual harrassment and

pestering on the job.

* Interview techniques

- apprenticeship zommittee 'interwiew procedure

PHASE 2

This training begins the serious preparation for an occupation. The training

related to job attitudis, work habits,and individual survival and coping

skills will be continued from Phase 1 with more emphasis on the relation'ship
.

to the job. ,
. .

.

.

.,

Manipulative skills will be developed by'the completion of a series of projects

involving basic trade skills which have a -carryover benefit to persons outside

of the occupation. At least 3/4 of, the training will consist of hands-on
.:.

. experiences. This instruction.shoWa 6e conduCte.d.ty a skfl-led"craftsperson

. ,

1""le. from the tradg. oi"_occupation Who haS the necessary teaching skills. ..

The.joint apprenticeship -committde, or the occupation will be invited t

Observe the' progress of trainees dlifing chase 2 and to, evaluate the po ntial

for trainees for'entry into apprenticeship. The participation of the appro-
.,

.priate joint apprenticeship committee
,

is essential to.the.success of a pre-

apprenticeship program. This commtInity involvement insures that the training
tk

is relevant to the occupation'andMeets industry training standards.

Cs 1
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At the completion of Phase 2 the trainee will have enough experience wtth, the

occupation to decide whether.to continue with the training,into Phase 3. The

joint apprenticeship committee will have knowledge of the quality of the

training program and will be in a position to judge the qualifications of the

students,for entry into the apprenticeship training program.

PHASE 3

Training is concentrated on improvement of manipulative skills so that the.

trainee will be a productive employee, the first day on the job. This training

can be either industry conducted specialized traiting, secondary school voca-

tional-programs or community college preparatory Jourses specifically related

.to the occupation. Trainees can alSo participate in co-op work experience

involving hands-on training at the secondary or community college level.

Hands-on training is considere0 ;:ssential for an effective pretraining pro-

gram. 41.4,;

The Phase3 training period provides the trainee with an opportunity td search

for an employer willing to take an apprentice. Frequently:the employer pro-'

viding.co-op work experience teaining'will Ore the trainee a s a regular

.employee.

It is .possible that some employers Will hire the trainee without further kt

training. Some of these emOloyers train spedifically for their own needs. In

the process job descriptions have become highly diluted. Instead of produc-
.

ina journeymen possessing a wide range of skills, companies have settled for

specialists trained to perform the specific tasks needed in certain narrow 0

operations. White this may be adequate to meet the special needs of an indus-

Vry. it certainly will not meet the training and manpower needs of the nation

in the future;

Apprenticeship provides a broad base of training by giving the apprentice a

wide'range of skills which insures continuous employment. Workers leaSt
, .

vulnerable to unemployment are those with ,the highest and broadest skills and

best training. The trainee should make every effort to enter an apprentice=

o ship training program designed to provide training in all skills required
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/4
in the trade or go to work for an employer who will prOvide broad based

raining..

m m
h trainee will choose a joint apprenticeship committee meeting,to attend

.

during Phase 3 training. This will provi-de an opportunity for the trainee to

become acquainted with members of the joint apprenticeship committee and to
40. Asee how the committee fUnctions.

PHASE 4 EMPLOYMENT, AS AN APPRENTICE .

Trainee,enters apprenticeship raining oh a direct referral basis under

agreement with the appropriate joint'apprentice committee which permits persons

trained in programs financed with federal Binds to enter apprenticeship'on

direct referral.. Direct referral eliminates several ofthe procedures in the

selection process and makes entry into apprenticeship less cumbersome.

all joint apprenticeship committees use the direct referral system. This

is the reason why sponsors of pre-apprenticeship training should, directly

involv joint apprenticeship committees in the operation of their pnograMs.

This provides committees with an opportunity to evaluate the effectiveness of

'pre=apprenticeship.

. 0 .
,

.,
.

The' federal Job Corps Programs -enjoy direct referral placement in apprentice-
i

,,ship for their graquates. .ThVob Corps operates an ideal pre-apprentiCeship
. ,

program. Proposed :sponsors,,of pre apprenticeship training are advised to

. 'Visit the nearest Jdb Corps Center to see howtke programs operate.
ii.

;.1

The Job Corps Centers.in Oregon arelocated at:

Angel JOb Corps
Star-Route Worth
lachats, OR 97498
"547:-3137

4

Timber Lake Job Corps
Star Route Box 109

Estacada, OR 97023:
834-2291

1
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Wolf Creek Conservation 6enter
Little River Route
Glide, OR 97443

496 -3507

Tongu- Point Job Co4s*
Astoria, OR 97163

32572131

Job Corps Centers in Oregon 0*.fer Training in these apprenticeable occupations:

Carpentry Plastering . Automotive

Cement Mason Painting

Brick

(

Tile ettipg

4
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RECOMMENDED PROCEDURE FOR CONDUCTING PRE-APPRENTICESHIP TRAINING

ADMINISTRATION $

Pre - apprenticeship trainin6.can be conducted by v &rious sponsors. These include:

secondary school, community colleges, unions, employer associations, labor/man-

agement iraining,trusts and private groups such as'O.I.Cs.:

ADVISORY-COMMITTEES

c

Use of broad-bised,community advisory committees is mandatory for pi:e-apprentice-'

ship programs conducted.by secondary schools and community colleges. Pre-apprentice-

ship needs the, support and recognition
\

of the community in order to be successful.

,

The advisory committee should have representatives froin these groups:

School administration -high school principal

-board members

- vocational directbr

-co-op work experience

-T & I instructors

- school graduate in trade

-member of joint apprenticeship committee

',employer member of trade

-employee member 'of trade .

- union business agent

- industry training coordinator

- representative of financial community

-representative of press

Government personnel ILESD regional vocational coordinator

- Oregon Divisiori of Apprentfceship field representati've

-Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship represeptative.

,_. -State Dept. of Education specialist

4
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FINANCING

0
Vocational training programs generally cost more than academic programs because

the student/teacher ratio is smaller, consumable supplies are required, and

expensive equipment is needed. Resources to.finance' pre-apprenticeship training

are available from a number of sour.cegt These include:.

, Vocational rehOilitationAmr' -tuition fees

Federal funds for immigrants -Asian

\
-Cuban

-Spanish American

Special .grants -U.S. Dept. of Labor

U.S'. Dept. of EdUcation

CETA

Industry

,State Dept. ofEducation

'Economic Development Administration

Secondary school funding . -basic school grant from federal funds

-- Community college funding -basic state funding

INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY SYSTEMS
A.,

The type of-sponsor for.pre-apprenticeship trainingwill determine the time-.

block used for the program. If training is started at the 9th grade level, a

two-hour training period will generally be used. A half-day training period should

be used for an accelerated program at the secondary level covering two years.

Community college,programs can-be either half-day or ful lday programs. ,Private

sponsors..generalliWill operate on a full-day basis.

Instructors for the trade specific training should be qualified craft workers.

These may be employed on a part -time basis, or full-time; serving several programs,

The' necessity for skilled workers to teach the. trade specif* items of the program
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cannot be over-emphastzed. The'work experience of skilled craft_workers gives.
. .

thiem the Insight into the occupation needed fgr effective teaching:. ,

. . .

MANIPULATIVE SKILL TRAINING

The manipulative skills or hosids-on experiences provide the basis for a sound ta

and effective pre-apprenticeship.training program. Unless this training is

7availab4-e-the program will not succeed.

,
Important considerations involve the following items:

Basic tools

-.

4
0*.

-tools required for each participant

General or shop tools -power tools (purchased or tented)
:411

Materials

Training facilities

Training projects

. .

'1J,-chased by training, agency

-purclhasecrby others (tratning project sponsorl.

-donations.by-4ndustry (defective goods)s

-school based

- community based

-school maintenance work

- simulated projects.

'- community projects .

-private projects (non-profit'organizations-low

income per s'ons).

.1

COORDINATION WITH EXISTING PROGRAMS

Ore-apPrenti4ship should be coordinated with related programs iroeCondary

schools and community colleges. 1.

Welding Electronics ,--

. I.

. .,

Blueprint readlAg/drafting Industrial mechanics clOster

Surveying Construction cluster , ,-,,

Automotive' J ElectriCityrelectronics cluster
.6 -4,

.

1
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-mtscaLmous -co NSIDERATIONS

f

Legislation, community support and "political considerations will all have an

effect on pre - apprenticeship training: ActiVtite1 related to these concerns

include:

Workshops and technical assistance .1-State Dept: of Education

Publicity notices

Civil rights

'%',Yransfer of learning

'

z' tips

- )

-public service.

newspaper

-radio

-translation to Asian/Spanish American

/

-effect of civil rights compliance

-benefits of vocational training to other

occupational endeavors

;1.

4
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COURSE OUTLINE'

1.0 .Introduction to the'Carpentry Trade

1.1 History
1: Trends
1.3 Working' Conditions

1.4 Hiring Practices,
1.5 Employment Outlook

e.

1.6 Wages
1".7 Common Worker. Benefits
1.8 'Trade Terminology.

2.0

3.0

Diagnostic Testing

2.1 SATB 4

Survlol S011s

3..1 Expectations
3.2 Communication Skills
3.3 Giving and Receiving Feedback
3.4' Dealing with Interpersonal Conflict
3.5 Group Problem Solving, Goal Setting and Decision i,Wcing

3.6 Wider'Influences and Responsibilities
3.7 Identifying and Developing Individual Strengths
3.8
.3.9

Visits
Resumes'Resumes

3.10 Interviews'

3.11 Appropriate Work Habits andAttitudes 8
N.

4.0 Trade Math

*4.1 Math Diagnosis
4.2 Math Remedial

5.0 Physical Requqements"

5.1, Physital Requirements
Development Processes

6.0 Safety

6,1 General Safety
6.2 Personal Safety

6.3 Fire Types and PreventioR
'76.:11 Hygiene Safety

6.5 Hand-fool Safety

6:6 Power Tools'

61
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7.0 First Aid

7.1 First Aid

8..0 Blueprint Reading

8.1 Scaling and Dimensioning,

8..2 Sketching

8.3 Drawing 'Types and Views

1

9.0 Trade Tools

9.1 Measuring, Layout, Leveling Tools

9.2 Holding and Fastening Tool's

9.3 Fastening Devices
9:4 Anchoring Devices
9.5 Boring and -Drilling Tools

9.6 Cutting Tools,'Files, Abrasives

10.0, k4terials

10.1 Lumber
10.2 Plywood

10.3 Hardboard and Particleboard

10.4 Wood Treatment

10.5 Non-wood Material's

10,6 Proper Handling and .Storage

4

11.0onstruc-tion Phases'.

11.1 ' Work. Phases

12.0 Project

'4

y
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II. WORD TO THE INSTRUCTOR

This course was designed to be a trade-related, self-screening job exploration

package, providing the student with basic trade theory, basic trade manipula- °

tive practice, projects and on-job-site visitations.

Further, it is to be implementedsby (rrt uctors who are skilled in each of the

general topics described in the cour e outline. and expanded on in the instruc:

tor's guide.

The curriculum is comprised of two parts: 1) the instructor's guide, and 2)

supporting modules ind references which are specified in the instructor's

guide. The instructor should seek other su pporting resources where available,

or necessary.

The instructor should bear'in mind that there are two broad objectives written

into the design of this course: 1),that the student will receive instruction in

the preapprenticeship mode of the trade,(which is designed to enable him or her

to g3in nough exposure to_ the trade to (a)-aid in making a-career decision,

and (b) facilitate entry tnto the trade), and 2) that the student will retain

some carryover skills which he or she can use in life, even should the student

decide not to enter the trade.

Essentially, this guide is patterned, after,a program begun in Oregon in

1979-80. 'The participants in the program are wholly CETA-sponsored, many with

motivational or physical impairments. The program concentrates on-prOviding

motivational support and/or physical therapy. A typical program, broken down

into its maj& components, would be:

.40% hands-on, Manipulatiie work .

30% motivational support mirk

10% job visitation

5% Ohysical,develOment or. therapy

15% class lecture, discussion, etc.



I

i.

Not all institutions will have the resources, nor will all programs' studerits

have,the need, for such a breakdown. The instructor should identify the needs

of the students and utilize the-guide in the manner best suited to meet them.

III, RECOMMENDATIONS

Hands-on work is probably the best learning experience for students in trade

work. It is essentialJf the two broad objectives listed above are to be met.

Therefore, implied in, the topics covering tools, materials and tasks or work .

processes is theoofion (emphasized in the Instructional Outcome for these

topics) that fhstudent will practice:using the tools and materials described

therein.

In lieu of describing in the Teaching Methods and Aids section of the guide

those Casks which will be performed with the described tools and materials,, the

writers leave it to the imagination and material resources of the instructor.

Practice is thb method by which skill is developed.

4

1
4.
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1.0 Introduction to thd Carpentry Trade

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: Thg student will be able to identify and briefly explain
the history, trends, workfhg conditions, hiring practices, employment outlook
and wage scale, as well as working people's benefits andtrade terminology.

o

INTRODUCTION: In order to become an effective worker or make an effective real=
igtic career decision, an individual must he exposed to various aspects of the
trade.

PRESENTATION

TEACHING OUTLINE . TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS
a-

.1.i History

A. Craft is thousandavof years old.

B.. Thdakcarpenters Make the skeletons of

buildings. ,

1. concerned with stability.

C. Carpenters role has,diminished.

D. A new emphais on factory work.

1.2 Trerids

A. Carpenters are the largest group of

building trade workers. -

Explaih and Discuss

ItS introduction ''to the

Carpentry Trade



B. Work is divided into two categOies.,

1. Structural work.

a. permanently incornoted into the

building.

2. Temporary work.

a. erections to enablefinishing work.

C. Over one million carpenters in 1978.

1. One out of four is self-employed.

P

1.3 Working Conditions

A. Work demands prolonged standing, climbing,

and squatting.

1. Most work is outdoop.

2! Accidents are common.

1.4 Hiring Practices
,

Special qualifications are an asset.

1. High school or vocational school

education is necessary. ."

a. courses in carpentry, shop,

wchanical draWing and general

mathematics are helpful.

b. good physical ,condition is impor7

, ant.

Apprenticeship programs are the best way

to learn carpentry.

1. Program consists of four years of

on-the-job training.

Onellundred forty-four hours of

related classroom trainingeach year.
-1 ,r

Jobsite Visitation

Invite Job Specialist
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.3. Applicants must Be seventeen years old

4.- Applicants must pass local tests an

.aptitude for trade.

1.5 Einployment Outlook

'A. Job opportunities predicted to be plenti-

ful.

1. Large numbers employed in carpentry.

. 2.' Replacement needs are great.

Be Most employment growth predicted for early
,

1980s.

C. House building expected to slow down in

late 1980s.

-D. Job openings related to economy.

1: Carpenters with alltpround training

expected to'have more opportunities

for employment and promotion.

1.6 Wage Scale

A. Wages for construction workers averaged

$10.05 hourly in 1978.

B. Wages for maintenance carpenters ranged

from $5 to $9 an hour.

C. 'Annual earnings might not be high due to

unemployment and_seasonal work.
' 44

D. Hourfyw'ages for apprentices generally

60% that.of experienced carpenters.

. '44. .0*
4 .0

f-

4
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E. Union carpenters belong to United,Brotherr.

hood of Carpenters and Joiners of America.

117 Common Worker Benefits

A. Unemployment Insurance

1. PepdSe.

a. transition from job to job.

b. ease strain of layoffs.

2. Sdurce of Uenefits.

a. payroll tax on wages.
-

3. Eligibility.

a. depends on, base year earnings.

b. depends on reasons for leaving

work.

if 4. Level ofbeneffts.

level.of base year earnings.;

..,Claims process.

a. report to Employment Division

office.

b. provide required information.

.(1) employer's name and address.

(2) your social security number.

(3) wage earning records.

curfent address.

6. Appeals /hearing process.

a. initiated by worker,

in writing. ,

within'time Timits.c

B. Wage and HouteCommission

1. APurpose

e. to iuv4511.gate and attempt equit-
.

settlement of wage claims.
9 0

Explain and Wscuss

ILS Common Worker Benefits

Invite Fjeld Rep

Worionens Compensation Board.

BOL Wage and.MOur

Employment Divisio'n

()

"Jr

s.

0

fr.

.

40
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2. °Areas dtclaim-revieN

a. pay periods -.

pay days. ,

c,.* final pay days.

d.- wage pdYmentsin cases of dispute'.

e. 'methods of-compensation. and over=

time.

. minimum wage. laws.

g. limitation of hours in Certain-
,

industries.

re4rictions on employment- of

minors.

3. Jurisdiction.

a. Jederal vs. State.

4.. tlaimrProcess.

a. tontadt wage and hour-commission.

b. provide required information'on

appropriate form.

(1) dates of employment.

(2) rate' of pay.

(3) reason for non-payment.

(4) estimate of disputed amount.

c. wage claim conference. .

d. collection process.

e. protection against retaliation for

filing a claim.

5. Time limits for filing.

a. , regular pay.

I): overtime pay.''

C. Workers, Compensation

1. Purpose

a.' provide medical care payment for

on-the-job accidents.

b, provide time Toss payments.

22



c. provide 'payments for permanent

. provide deat4 benefits.

2.. Source of benefits.

a.. employer premiums for insurance.

b. employee contributions,*

3. Level of benefies.

a.. complete for medical costs.

b. varies according to level ofsfinal

dfsability.

4., EligiOlity. -

a. any job-related accident or con-
.

ditionicausing ihe worker toleave

work and seek medical treatment."

5. Claim process.

a. report accident to employer.

,b. fill out claim form.

(1) know your employeris legal

. name.

(2) know your r's insurance

carrier.

c. see your doctor for treatment.

Final determination.

a. doctor's statement of stabiliied

* cOndition.

b. board's findings of disability and

payment.

7. Reopening claim'-for aggravation of

injury without a new injury.

a. Contact employer's insurange.com-

pany if occurs within the.first

five years.

b.- contact worker's compensation

iboarstafter.five years.

I

41.

S.

23
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1.8 Trade Terminology

I' '''A. -Common Trade Terms.

1. Mudsillpressure treated framing

member sitting directly on concrete

foUndation.

2. Joist- - framing member 'used to support

flooring of buiding.
a

3. Post- -heavy vertical structural sp-
..

, port member.

4. Beam- -heavy horizontal structural ,

member often used to support joists.
.

Bridging- -cross joist,bracing between jost,

using wood a metal' blocks.

6. Subfloor--surface covering material

applied over floor joist.

7. PlndeY.Taymntfinal surface prepara-,

tion before flodr covering is laid.

8. Framihgprocess of laying out, nail-
.-

ing together and erecting of wall,

floor and roofing units.

9. Load bearing- -wall, acting aunit actis. L

.

structural support. ... ,

1Q. Plate--horizontal framingaember ati,

foot and top:Of walls tying vertiai°

members together. 4

_ 11. Header--framing unit spanning to.

door and window openings. . .

12. Sill -- bottom horizontal framingi.mem4er

spanning door and window.oienirigs.
...

13. Crippleverticaraming metber:fromc

base plate to s4t1s. -

I.
14. RafterSkeletonupon which rbofing N,

. material is. attached. S;

15t Ridgeboard--framing member providing,

roof crest and nailing surface for
,.rafters.,

1-4



16. eitdh--measurement.of roof's slope.

17. Rise-7vertiCal gain in roof/stair

4 height.-

18. Runl-horizontal.dfstance traveled by

roof/stairs. . . .

19. Span--distante betwe ends of rafters'

0: .Sheathing-7material sed to provide

nailing bage for roo trig material.'

21. Framing square--"L". haped metal rule

used to measure and layout framing

materials.

22: Spirit level--wood /Orgetai tool con
.

tainingcalibratedivials.used to check

level and plumb.

23. Stud--2" X 4" lumbier cut to length for

use as vertical f aming member in

'walls and partitions.

C

a
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2.0 Diagnostic Testing/Carpentry/

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: . The student will,corVlete a,Specifit Aptitude-Test
Battery (SATB), administeretby a. qualified examinerand will have the results 411.4

explained by a qualified examiner. '---

.INiliaCTION: The General AptitudeTest Battery is a standardized test that-
has become recognized,sthe beg validated multiple test battery in existance
for use in vocational 'guidance. The'teits are used by.apprenticeship commit-
,tees to assist in theScreening process for appropriate candidates when appren=
ticeship openings* occur, and to provide individuals with an indication Qf
tiie 'probability of their being'successfulidn a particular trade.

6

Many apprenticeship programs rewire applitants . to have certain aptitudes as
demonstrated by passing appropriate tests. For examOle,'the applicant may be
required to pass Specific Aptitude,Test Battery (SATB) administeredby the
State Job Service. SATB test two or more of the following nine general
aptitudes: -general learning ability (cognitive functioning), verbal aptitude,
numerical aptitude, spatial aptitude, form perception (ability to.perteive .

small detail'), clerical perception (ability to distingdish pertinent detail),
motor coordination, finger dexterity and manual dexterity.

Each battery tests'different combinations of these Mlle general aptitudes
because each occupation requires different specific abilitie's. The following
SATB tests and'cutting scores are required by the apprenticeship committee
foi.' the trade. The student should be aware of the trade requirements and
determine how he or she feels about his or her abilities in the tested
aptitudes in'order to makea tamer decision.

PRESENTATION

TEACHING OUTLINE ' TEACHA METHODS AND AIDS'

,2.1 SATB
-

A. Complete exalt described below:

KEY: Trade Occupation Code # for the'occupa-
.

tion

SATB for the trade = Recommended cutting

r

7 I
1

9P
Aoki

4,
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i':' AIVZ 'S -; 1 t : ;4, '1 :'6, : 'OA
'score for the trade

Il a. ps.v .t,,,cr'od?"
.

Location Of the,SATBmithin the GATB'
b. ,,N

CARPENTRY SillR,
c. mli pa, dw,

Numerical Aptitude = 80 ,Numerical,
wt9e toymeit In .r-, rf o.--,

Arithmetic Reason and Computation; Book I,
C. methods ,,f itivenf,4til)n 91v4 Ci;c1-

Part 2
time.

f si iqa c 1 my!,

Spatial = 85 ,
.9. lititatiOii. *f.11Ww. in ultDin

Three Dimensional; Book-r, Part'3
industrio,

restriction' on roninyuleAt co-
Clerical:Perception = 70

minors.,
-Name Comparison; Book-I, Part 1

3. Jurisdiction.
1

,a." Federal 4tate.
'Manual Dexterity ... 30

4. Claim Proce.
Place #9, Turn #10, Board .

.a. contaet wage atig,*4,comOsOoh.
k

L.
provido

ifit°ffiPti" °Hcutting Stores

ade 10 Grade 9

75 74

"r"r!"°rL Adult-. ,G
/) dales otgrtployffiqa.

Numerical Ap tude.
) mit4 of pay,.

Spatial Aptitude 95 94
re4F-0 for rioo--08;Tteuti.

Manual Dexte rity
. 10,etlmote agf§putit'd oaf*.

mgd aea 'outlftfott.
TiScuss results

4otfettpao py.ode§,
gmt6s.t.t1 0,frOt reetviift,V6seki

Iffnmy 046-
juOigkilAmitT Alr MO*

ae4114411rgy-'

44 saIrtprtOtrol, flay,

1141114, gdmilegatibril.

C. iliTWOdV: crrt d 11 CM' 0901811* iffir

-Offrittgi!lb 8

q).. 141'00* diio row fsWritfes,.:._

ti

/

91

76
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-3.0 Survival Skills/ tarpentry

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOKS-:,,lhe student will learn and practice fundamental concepts
in: a) dealing withexpedtationscommunication skills, c) giving and receiv-
ing feedback, d) dealing with interpersonal confliCt, e) 0Oup problem-solving,
goal-setting and decision-making, f) outside influences and responsibilities,
g) identifying individual strengths, h) appropriate work'habits and attitudes,
and, i) phases of job search and worklife.

INTRODUCTION: Training and proficiency in human relations skills are essential
for successful adaptation to worklife. All too often in job preparation pro-
grams, these basic survival skills are neglected or put aside in favor of
training in-thetectinical aspects of work.

This topic describes the many-skills necessary to become ,a stable, productive
sand satisfied worker.

PRESENTATION

TEACH,ING OUTLINE. TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

3.1 Expectations

A. Predicting the -future ,

, 1. Self-fulfilling prophicfes,

a. setting yourself -up. for failure

b. thinking positively

ILS Survival Skills-Expectations

PREPARATION
4*t-

Befamiliar with the material

,beforehand, and think up some

relevant exampies

AVAILABILITY

Be available to students. Go.,

around those students reading

the material. Be prepared to

answer and ask questions-that

increase students' understanding.

e 90



a.

C

B. Two-step process to opening up expecta-

tions.

1. Being idealistic and realistic

a. being creative and having ideas

b.' keeping close to 'the faCts

c. effects of leaving out one of the

two steps.

d. combining the,two

C. Prejudice about- ottyer groups.

D. Being a winner,

L

ELICIT RESPONSE

Ask individuals what they would

like to do 47of all. Use

their reply even if it seems

trite.' Suggest two alternative

possibilities--the worst and

the best. Ask how each would

affect that student's feelings

and behavior at this moment.

RELEVANT COMPARISONS

Illustrate creativity from

_movies, TV or writing. Zell :the

beginning of a story and ask for,

suggestions on how it might end.

Give the original writer's ver-

sion. Show how anything is

allowed in creative ideas.
. -

Suggest students read court

reports or news coverage.

STUDENTS' DAMPLES

Encourage extreme examples of

fantasy and of sticking close to

the facts.

EXAMPLES OF PREJUDICE

Show how stereotypes arise out

of stereotyped expectations.

ROLE MODEL

Be heard thinking positively.

Encourage,Oositive thinking in

students.'

9 tj



E. Self-Assessment--looking at common per-

sonal expectations

F. Post Assessment

4A 3.2 Communication Skills.

A. Good communication

1. 'two -Way process

2. importance

3. innate abilities

4. showing mutual respect .

a

B. Active listening. '

1. Centering attention on the other'

person.

a. being seen to be listening

b. finding out -what is important to thik

° other person

.6. following the other person's lead

d. listening to feeling

'2, Checking that you have, understood what

the,other person is communicating.

a. checking feeli*'

IDENTIFY. PROBLEM AREAS I

Go through questions to see

wheie students ar; putting

themselves down. Give encour-

agement. Ask'what they want

to change.

EXPLAIN

Read through examples, answer

questions. ..

FLEXIBILITY

Allow students -to demonstrate

their understanding in less than

suggested number of situations.

ILS Survival Skills-Communici-

i tion Skills.

PREPARATION

Be familiar with the material.

BEING A ROLE MODEL

Demonstrate active listening.

Ensure that students voice' prob-

lems and Abubts.- Allow Oequent

opportunity for students to

give responses to on-going work.

Be ready to demonstrate bad

examples of,listening, tb group

or individuals, and contrast

with good examples.

O
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b. checkfing content

c. when it is inappropriate

C. Being listened to.

1. Your rights as,an individual

2. When to keep quiet,

3. Avoiding beinIg aggressive

4: A three-step approach

a. showing you understand,

b. taking responsibility for your own

feelings

c. suggesting alternatives

D. Overall importance of respect for indiv-

iduals

1. Communication between equals

E. Self-Assessment'

1. How'indiVtduals communicate with

-e

otheri

F. .Practicihithe skills in triads

1. Active listener of personal .experience

2..Role play being listened to

ti .

I

'ASSERTIVENESS

pm examples from books 'on

being assertive. Think up

appropriate,examples in work

context. Discuss aggressiVe

responses with individuals.

Describe alternative approaches.

Discuss possible, exceptions- -

where aggression might be appro-

priate.

INSTRUCTOR/STUDENT RELATIONS

Assess relations in class in

terms of respect for, and equal-

ity of, individuals. Ask stu.,

dents for comments.

IDENTIFY PROBLEM AREAS

Give help and encouragement.

Find oft from students what

skills they want tePractice.

;TRIADS

Form triads (trios) as students

finish Self-Assessment.

FEEDBACK '

":.Listen to. one example of active

listening in each triad. Give

suggestions for improvement.

,Be open to alternative situa-

tions for the; role play. .En-

suresure students are willing to

practice being sensitive 'to
4

possible reluctance and shyne

Be prepared to role 131iy your

self.

.



3.3 Giving and receiving feedback

A. Importance of, being.able to give praise.

and criticism (introduction).

ILS Lurvival Skills-Giving and

Receiving Feedback-

PREPARATION

Be familiar with the material

and prepared to participate

,actively and equally.

B. Importance of group support'and teamwork FACILITATION

Facfiitate continuously the1. Being a team member

2. Building a team

.a. knowing where you are
(

b. pulling your weight

c. responsibilities.for others

d. grdup aims and goals

3. Poor working environments

Ia. indirect communication

b. not knowing where you stand'

C. Reading attitudes

1. Hi recd or =fired?

building of group support. Give

extra support to students who

have difficulties pahicipating

1-inl-ist help of more

confident and verbal to share

the responsibility. Give sup-

port, but, principally be a neu-

tral chairperson or facilitator.

'Encourage 'group members to ob-

serve 'each others' non - verbal.

2. How do you come across to other people? behavior between class times.

3. Interpreting other people's behavior

D. Giving and receiving positive opinions POSITIVE-REINFORCEMENT

1. IMportance of praise

2. Takingcompliments

3. Giving prifse

E. Getting and giving Olileism

1. Its importance

2. Being criticized /

3. Avoiding peirig threatened

4. Between equals

F. Self Assessment-Feelings and Preferences

Give frequentierbal praise .to

individuals who are working well

and to the group as ilk becomes.

more supportive AL

MONITORING "' I

Walk around and ask'permission tc

join insome partner discussions.

(Encourage greater depth. Avoid

any judgments. Use paraphrase

t



G. Assignments

1.,Telling individuals what you like

2. Rgading attitds within the group.

3. Opening self-sharing important exper-

iences

4. Receiving direct positive feedback

5., Receiving ,direct positive and negative

feedback

H. Post Assessment

3.4 Dealing with.interpersopal conflict.

.A. tonsequencesof poor interpersonal rela=

trons

o

and feeling as checking skills.

A DEVELOPING PROCESS

Introduce when group is ready
First three assignments could

be practiced even before module

has been read. Explain, in turn

each assigninent to whole group.

Deal with worries:doubts or.

questions before you begin.

Use all your facilitating skills

Especially be sensitive to mem-

bers' non-verbal responses.

jollow up, after the class,.

An any individual who is upset.

At all times encourage positive

support within the group.

Be prepared to intervene if

criticism bedomes too negative.

a

Organize small gr;ups or lead

discussion of whorkgroup. Use

small, groups to extend each

individual's range of inter-c.

actions.

ILS.Survival Skills-Dealing with

Interpersonal Conflict

I

PREPARATION

Be faMiliar with the material

and ready to supply further

relevant examples from the
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O

B. Recognizing conflict in ,a work context

1. Open arguments

2. Possible causes

3. Consequences

C. Them and Us atmosphere

1. The conditions you deserve

2. Whose responsibility?

D. Unproductive ways of solvjng conflict

1. Finding someone to blame

E. Productive ways of solving conflict

1. Taking responsibility for doing some-

thing about it

a. when people feel threatened by you

b. when you feel threatened

F. Remaining passive.

1. PoorArking conditions
.

2. Physiological and psychological

lems

-3. ?rrational fears

a. fear of not being liked

b. fear of hurting others'

G. Action model for solving interpersonal

{conflicts

.Sh8osing the best time

.

2. Taking responsibility for your feelings

1
C.

world of work.

BE AVAILABLE

Encourage students to comment and

question points as they arise.

Ask themhto.come up with their

own examples, either confirming

or disconfirming the information.

RESPONSIBILITY .

ThroUghout Survival Skills, ip-

dividual responsibility is re-

peatedly stressed. Periodically,

reassess your own role. Avoid

.being,pushedinto the "expert"

stance. Try to be an impartial

facilitator, encouraging'stud-

ent's learning without passing,

judgments.' Ensurestudents take

. responsibility for what they want

to achieve 4
0

4,
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t

a

i7

1

I

3. The four-step language formula.

a. tell the other person that what he

-or sheis doing is upsetting you

b. speak your feelings

describe how his.or her behavior is

affecting you

d. suggest-in alternative

H. Negotiating

1. Give and take

2. Compromise

I. Discrimination and prejudice.

1. Different types

2 pealing wiih it

1

a

J. Self Assessment

IC! Assignments

1. Sharing in ,small groups.

L. Post Assessment

1. The formula

'IDENTIFY IMPORTANT GROUPISSUES

Deal in a neutral manner with

examples of discrimination. '..Ask

individuals for personal exper-

cience of racial and sexual prej-

udice and discrimination.' Fac-

ilitate discussion on Equal Opp-

ortunity and Affirmative Actions:

;nvite solutions to problems fro

group members.

NEW ISSUES -

Be aware of any controversial

issues that arise during the

Self Assessment. Introduce them

to the group for general discus-

sion. /

ORGANIZE GROUPS

Form.groups as students finish

. writing. 'Limit talk to, five

minutes on each topic. Maintain

some urgency by announcing the

five minute intervals.

COLLECT WORK

Read and make encouraging..

J.



2. Personal examples

3.5 Group Problem' Solving, Goal Setting, and

Decision-making

A. 10-step model

1. Define the problem

2. Look at the known facts

a. what is happening

b. who is involved

c. when does t4e problem occur.

d. where does it occur

e. why has it become a probl m

3. Agree on your goals

4. Pool ideas for acI your main

goal without evaluatirig them

5. Lpok more closely at'some of the more

interesting ,and unusual ideas

6. Include"any other ideas that you think

might be. helpful

7. Agree on some guidelines for achieving

your goal /

a. be specific about minimum behalolor

required

8.'Decide on a plan to implement your

proposed solutions

9. Assess the likelihood of success

10. Evaluate the success of your decisions

after they have been implemented.

B. Self Aisessment

written ailments. Arrange con-

tract for completion of work with

any students who produce low

stAndard.woi-k.

ILS Survival Skills -Coup Problem

Salving, Goal Setting and Dec-

is)on-Making

PREPARATION AND MATERIALS'

Know the 10-step model Without

having to refer to, it on'the page

Work,through the process before-..

hand.' Have photTcopies ofthe

,model.

Hi've ready pne large Awsprint

4a4 and one marker for every

five students. Choose about six

examples of unusual'tOols or

mcIterials that students are unl.

tallaye seen. Havethem

ready, but hidden. Get advice

froi specialists beforehand.

AVAILABILITY

Go around students in class while

they are'reading-material. Help

them underStand the 10 steps-

CHECICLACK'OF'UNDERSTANDING

Ldbk over individuals.' apswers.

Give helpfor misunderstandings.



C. Assignment in small groups

1. Producing quality of ideas

2. Practice in thinking creatively
.1

3. Identifying unusual objects.

4. Quality circle

p

MATERIALS REQUIRED

Sheets of newsprint and suf-

ficient markers

ARRANGE GROUPS

During these assignments, there

may be lamghter and a lotsof

excited talk. Encourage comp-

osition of groups on basis of

who works well together rather

than primary friendships. Keep

groups,separated by space. : Go

around groups, sit in and parti-

cipate. Keep up speed of work

by giving limited time to gather

ideas.

Invite spokesperson from each

group to report back on ideas:

Write down ideas 'as they are

given and summarily range of

proposed solutions.

QBJECTS'REQUIRED

Supply one object for each group

Choose trade tools or materials

that most students are unlikely

to'have used.

'MONITOR PROGRESS

Encourage written records ef

proposed solutions. ,Ensure all ,

membeil of each group take some

responsibility for finished pro-

duct. If possible, get results

typed`out so they can be stiared

'within larger group. ,

'7



D. Post Assessment

.
3.6 Wider influences and responsibilities -

A. Relations with people in authority

1. Formal workplace

a. job titles

- 'b. hierarchy

2. Informal workplace

a. unwritten rules and unstated'expec-

tations

3. Showing respect and ,being relaxed

B. Relations with family and.friends

1. Changes in responsibiliNes,

2. Affects of changes bn-old relationships

a. being prepared

b. communicating problems

3. Planning quality time

a. keeping work problems at work

b. maintaining relationships

.PREPARE HANDOUT.

Have copies Of 10 -step model.

Make:sure stulInts check what

they have written and correct it,

PERSONAL EVALUATIONS

Invite students to read out or

tell others Oat they wrote under

2 in thePost Assessment.

ILS Survival Skills-Wider Influr

ences and Respodsibilities

PREPARATION

Be familiar.with the module and

gather useful-newspapercuttingi,

brochures and leaflets that il-

luttrate the range of possible

influences on somebody settling

down to work,

BE A READY RESOURCE

Give examples informally to

students from persona) dperienco:

)o back up- information.

DRAW ON STUDENTS' EXPERIENCE

Encourage individuals to think of

relevant illustrations from their

own experience in a work setting.



V

1

4. Keeping up .leisure activities

5. Home problems at work

a. leaving problems at home-

b. serious problems

C. Other ilifluences

1. apprenticeship

2. union

3. social organizations

4: other workers

5. state and federal agencies

D. Self Assessment

E. 'Istignment

F.- Post Assessment

A

, et

SUPERVISION

Ask students to shoW their an-
.

swers to the Self Assessment.

Since it is a test of compre-

hension, follow up on `any dif-

ficulties revealed.

CHOOSING PARTNERS

Entourage students to work with

someone different each time.

After majority of'students have

completed assignments, hold a

report-back. session with whole

group. Ask students to summar-

ize 'and draw concluiions from

reports given.

DEMONSTRATE .

Show what is required by illus-

trating it on a' chalkboard.

4
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3.7 IdentifyAN'and developing individual

strengths

A. Evaluating yourself and others

1. Expectations

2. Personal theories

a. predicting

b. controlling

B. fdentifying personal values
Am&

1. Significant role'models

2. Eliciting personal constructs
*

1.

Bi-polar nature of constructs-

to

b

(

S

ILS Survival s- Identifying

and Developing IndividualStre-',

ngths

PREPARATION

Atiork through module beforehand.

Acquaint yourself with any areas

that might cause difficulties in

underitanding. Make=extra copes

of exercise sheets. Refer to

ILS Expectatlons.y

AVAILABILITY

Be at hand tht'oughoUt this mod-

ule. For students to discover

significini things about them-

selves, instructions must be "

followed closely. Ensure that

studenits have had a personal

relatilInship with each of people

listed in right column. Ask

them i6 put names they used to

address these People.

Check students' understanding of

procedure. If necessary, go-

through method with whole gi.oup.

Ensure that the description is of

importance to each student, and

not superficial, such as hair

color, etc.

Stress that there is no correct

answer; it is important for each

person to write what.seems op-

posite to him or her personally

regardless of what anyone else

might say.



A°

, .

4,, Identifying important personal values

.

ut %

5. E4aluating yourself,

a. as you feel you are

b. as you would 1.ikse'to 'be

c. looking at the amount of congruity.,

ARFANGE PARTNERS

Go around and offer interpreta-

tions if requested or encourage

students to draw conclusions.''

Ask what they_recognize and what

is new.

DISCUSS WITH INDIVIDUALS OR

SMALL GROUPS

Be tentative about what is iden t

ified. The condlusiOns'can only

be-significant if the individual

finds-them-Significant. Use

words and phrases such as:,."it

seems...," "you may..." "I would

guess " "it might indicate.."

Use grid to priOt questions

rather than answers.

IN PARTNERS.

Suggeseach student in turn

i tries to describe what people th

other one might like and what

people he or she might not like,

based on the constructs on ,paper.

C. Influences on personal decisions Ensure that students folloW in-

1..How much are you in control of yoUrowm structions closely. Encourage

,
6.-Evaluating significant others

' a: comparing ratings

life?

2. Positive and negative influences.

a. other people
_

b.. aspectSibf

otgaTzations

them to search for all influence

Ifthey have difficulty, suggest

equations where students make
O

choices,,e.g.'career,

classes, out-of-school activitie

1

4
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D. Time management

1. Organizing skills

2. Being responsible for:your own life'

3. Prime time

4. .Making a tiMe Chart
40

a. procedure '.

b. interpretation

E. Post. Assessment

1. Personal values

2. Influences

3. list of time.

EXTRA COPIES

Have ready prepared copies

of time chart

- I

Ensurt.agreement on completing

.time chart. Go over...method:Of.

calculating actual time.

Illusfrate on chalkboard or

newsprint paper; gtve example o

one day's record. Use tally

system.

CHECK STUDENTS' UNDERSTANDING

Do this before anyone starts

recording. It might be advisabl

to go over procedures one day

.ahead and practice be done in

Collect, read and hand beck dur-

ing class. Give encouraging

comments.



3.8 Worksite Visits

A. Building realistic expectations

1. Questioning job descriptions

2. The human side of the job .

3. On-the-job visits

4. Talking with people in the trade

B. Group visits

1. Exposure to different working environ-

ments

2: Practice in observation

3. Asking questions

C. Individual visits

1. After working hours

2. Interviewing the worker

3. Arranging the visit

.4 D. Self Assessment-Comprehension

E. Assignment

.1. Looking at Help Wanted ads

43
4.

,ILS Survival Skills-Finding a Job

l'orksite Visits a

PREPARATION

Arcilige with any company that

allows it a group visit during

working hours.

Have %ufficient copies for use by

whole class of,Help Wanted ads

from local newspapers.

Become an informed source of

possible contacts. for student

interviews with journeymen and

apprentices.

CHECK UNDERSTANDING

Ensure students vmprehend all

of the material before making any

ccIn$acts or visits.

HELP WITH ASSIGNMENTS

Supply Help Wanted sections- -one

to each student. -Suggest they

read through and circle in ink

interesting-ads. Stress impor-

--tance that ath'works on his or

her own it is practice in look-

ing for jobs.' Collect what

students write and report back

.

r

0



'2. Writing realistic job descriptions.

1St

$. Contacting a journeyman or apprentice

4

4. Asking, questions

5.'Making a group visit

r.

6. Reporting back

7. Discussion,

°

to whole group with summary of

students findtngs.

Read and comment on students'

descriptions. With individual's

permission, read 'out selection

to whole group and invita,com-

parisons with job descriptions.

in newspaper.

Supply 'lames and encourage stu-

dents to Come up with own con-

tacts. If necessary, two stu-

dents could team up to make a

visit.

Role play telephone contact and

get students to copy out-sug-

gested questions. Make individ:
j

ual contract with 'each student)

setting deadlines to call, to

visit'and to report back. Cheek

on prdgress and share with rest

of,group.

Arrange for individuals to repOrt

back tvhole group at same

session."

-Go over observations and ques-
.

tions beforehand.. Ask stpdents
*

to write questions down. Divide

questions, and order of'asking,

among group. Add any other

questions suggested by group.

Ensure that eachstudent records

41s or her observations. Invite

individuals to report on their

feelings and findings.

Lead group discus'sion on overall'

findings. .t
4 4

- 1.



3.9 Resumes,.

A. Nature and funttion

1, Self/Overtisement

2. Summary' of sttrigris and skills

3. Different ways to use resumes

4. Contrast application. forms

B. Extracts from resumes

1. people with little work experience

. 2. Presenting the best interpretation

of the facts'

C. Suggested format

1. Position desired

a. finding out about the job

b. matching your skills

2. Education.

3. Relevant work experienee

-4. Other relevant experience
'

1. Personal data

6. Referenced

a. making a lidt of your achievements

D. Identification of your'skilfs,

1. Personal-and interpersonal skills

'2. Skills used, in leidure and work activ-

ities :
a.'what could go wrong

b. what skills you, need to avoid mis-

,takes

c. .stamp collecting

d. planting a garden

E'. kprofessional finish

1. Typl,ng

2. .paper

Arrange an *her worksite visit.

ILS Survivial,Skills-Finding a

qpb-Res umes

pEPARATION AND MATERIALS

;gfrg9 pad' of newsprint and suf-

ript
markers for group. En-

;
pre that there are adequfte flat

4yrfates.

o.

45
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F.° Cover letter

1.. Why them?

2. Why you?

3. Let's meet

G. Serf Assessment

k. Personal and interpersonal skills

.

,2. In ajobContext

3. Analyze three example's pf work

64,

H. Post Assessment

1. Organizing personal work experience
.

HELPING WITH ASSIGNMENTS

Be'ayailable throughout, when

students are working on Self'

and Post Assessment. Write on

chalkboard further suggestions

of personal and interpersonal

skills.

Suggest students help each

other in finding relevant exam-

ples of their application of

skilli.

Allow partners to choose each

other. Emphasize broad defini-

tion of work to include paid

e and unpaid, part-time, etc.

Give examples..

Model,hft students can help,each

other. Go around and ask ques-

tions to elicit relevant infor-

mation.

Supply sheets of newsprint and

markers. Tell students touse

the lull area Of paper. Check

that students are recording all

the suggested information.

Inspect sheets individually and

suggest best way'io organize

data. Advise. on where to in-

clude or omit dates and which

Ipexperience to group or



,

2. Writing 'a draft 'resume

separate.

Give encouragement and direct '

help with drafting of resume.

Take best draft, type'it and

duplicate it on quality colored

41 paper. With permission of stu= I

dent, share with whole'group.

Encourage sharing of draft res-

umes. Offer tq help later.if°

individuals want to develop a'

finished version of resume.y,

I

j



3.10 Interviews

4,

A. Subjective nature of interviews

1. Content of hfring-intetviews

2. IntervieWers' opinions

3. Interviewees' opinions

B. Facts and opinions

1. Giving honest.oPinions

2. Interpreting facts

3. Quoting referenced and examples

4. Deciding what is relevant

C. Empl ers',expectVions

1.'Objec ve measures of aptitude and

achievement

.2.Appropriate attitudes and work habits

4P.

.

D. Hokto comminicate interest "and en 6u-

§ia§m

1. Be genuine

2. Be informed

3. Showing-enthusiasm

a. non- verbally

b. hovito speak and what to say

E. ,Now to communicate that yourwill be a

good wotWer
6

1. Findifti.examples

F. How to show you are trainable

, 3. School and non - school

d. Now to show you work well with people

1. Relations'with the interviewer

2. Giving examples *-

H. FiciW to be realisticaboilt.Aat you want

1. Knowledge of the, work environment

2. Knowledge of the careftstructure

3:'Answering sluestior about goals.

ILS Survival Skills- Finding a Job-

Interviews

PREPARATION AND MATERIALS

Read material beiprehand and re-

call examples from owm experience.

Have two copies of observers's

checklist-for each studen t.--)

'

I

I

dt

a,

6



I. Appearance

1. Clothes

2. Grooming

J. Non-verbal behavior

1. Punctuality

2. Nervousness

3. Body post re

4. Gestures

5. SMoking anc chewing

-K. Being positive

1. About 'Yoursel

2. Abowt others

L. Self Assessment

1. Role play

. a. interviewer

b interviewee

c. observer

2. List of questions ,

3. Checiclist

M. Post Assessment

.1. Intel VIL in front of the group

2. QuestiOns from Joint' AgArenticeship

Committee

3. Giving positite feedback

A

II
VI 1 .

-'-t

O
FORM TRIADS

Go thrbAh checklist to ensure .

understanding. Close best

working"groups./keep it moving

by limiting for each role

play. Be wil

i ti ye answer

role.

ng to mode] eos-

in interviewee's

Ask for a//vol unteer, , then, allow

him/or her to select nex inter-

viewee., Suggest use of ser-

vers% /Checklist, plus any other

positive comments: Give feed-
,

back frdirgroup and yourself,

immediately after each interview.

Invite -interviewee to share his

Or her feelings experienced

during role 01-ay.

&4.

1

4



3.11 Appropriate work habits and attitudes'

A. SurviVing on the job.

or 1. Keeping informed

B. Employer's expectations

1. Being punctual and dependable

2. Being honest

3. Being loyal .

4. Being willing to learn and able to

.ake criticism, . e

C. Ex4c4b4i's offellow:workers

ProvingYybur f;compet.lck.

Being`- reliable-and -§pen

Being, a learner

Being.enthusiatic and int

5. Being honest and loyal

, D. Proving your competence to your super-

e

te
reited

-o

visor

1. High.standardof work ,

2.t Keeping a 'tteh record of your S

achievemen s le

3. Showing initiative

4. Taking on responsibility

5. Asking for help

E.Anterference Qf personal.habits

.1. Substance abuse

2. Seekingchelp

)

ILS Survival Skills-Finding a Job

-Apprwqpriate Work Habits and ,

Attitudes

B.E.A RESOURCE,

Stare personal experiencemitg

individuals. Encourage students

to ask any older-people.about

work habits and attitudes. ive

time for sharing students' find-

ings.

Show releVance'of previous od-

'Liles to both 2 and 3. ' Ask indiv

iduals what expectations a member

of SuNival Skills class has..

<7

°POSSIBLE DISCUSSION

What do :individuals expect of

friends'? 'What are peer group's

4ttitticies toward 4?

C

9 e

, f

Be sensitive to possibility of

,4bstance abuse affecting student

perfoomance. Learn physical,in-

dicatRes; have referral addresses

available.'



F. Self Assessment

/G. Post Assesment

SUGGESTED READINGS:

Alberti, R.E. and Emmons, M.
Your Perfect Right
Impact, 1974.

,
Blicq, -Ron

On thgrove:.Lommunicationiar Employees.
Prentice -Hall, 1976

-Bolles, Ri ard N.

te Three Boxes of Life
Ten Speed7Fiis, 1978

Fast, Julius
Body Language
Pocket Books, 1971

Chapman, Elwood N.

Your Attitude is Showing: A .Primenon Human

Science Research Associates,-'1472

fbrd, George A.
Manning your Future:A;yorkbook.for Personal
Goal -Setting

ginersity Associates; 1976

McCay, James

The Managemeneof Time
7Fentice-Hall, 7977

NelsonOlobert E.
Decision Making
Vision Publishing, 1976

Peale, Norman V.
The Power of Positive Thinking
wren ce -Hal , 1952.

Check comprehension.

Tell students to'repeat reading

and doing Post Assessment until

acceptable standard is reached.

Discuss with individuals any

disagreements.bver appropriate

answers and be flexible.

5-1
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4.0 Trade Math

1

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will complete a diagnostYc examination to
determine his- or her level of math cOmRetency;tand will receive instruction in /

those areas mathematics in Which he or she experiences difficulty.

i .

1
a , e /. '

JO A
- /

INTRODUCTION: -People in every apprentiteable occupation routinely use mathematics
in their work. The skilled worker who can perform fast and accurate math calf'4
Tulations can work quickly and efficiently.

0
. , I

PRESENTATION

TEACHING OUTLINE 'TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

-.4.1 Math Diagnosis.

A. Used to test skills

I. Math diagnostit exam, attached,

or othersuitable exam.

1

4.2 Math Remedial

A. Used to upgrade skills.

1". -Modules, as listdd, imirove

performance levels.

Explain "placement exam" concept

Administer exam

Grade performance

Assist student to achieve-

performance level

4

;
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ILS -Math--Linear Measurement

-ILS Math- -Whole Numbers

Addition

Subtraction,

Multiplication

Division

ti"
,..

ILS Mi --Addition & Subtraction of

.
,

'.common fractions and mixed numbers

ILS Math -- Multiplication & Division of

common fractiOns and whole and mixed

numbers

ILS Math -- Compound numbers

ILS

Math Percent

Math- =Ratio and Proportion,

ILS Math--Decimals

Addition

Subtraction.'

Multiplication

'Division

O

ILS Math=-PeriMeters Areas and Volumes

ILS - Math--Circumference and Ar4a of Circles

1LS Math - -Areas of Plane Figures, Volumes

of Solid Figures

4

ILS , MathMetrics '

1
ot.
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4.0 'Trade Math Diagnosis
Placement Test

Read the distance from the start of the ruler to
the nearest 1/32".

A=

A .

a

0

1

8
III 1111111 111111 I

161 ik
1 2 3
III ill III 1 )111 11.1

It 1 J r K L MN 0

Name

Date t,

the letters A through 0 to

E F ti

III 1

4

fl

F.' K=

G= L=

Mt'

,I= Nt

4= 0=

v

5 JP
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..2.

-686 4.240i+ 1,320 * 16 + 400 =

r.
40 - 16 =-

292 X 16

186 i'5 =

1

A

A contractor buys 400 sacks of rock for three different jobs. On the first
job .helses 78 sacks; on the second, 85 sacks; and on the third, 205 sacks; ,

How many4sacks does he have let?

4

A contractor's` bid am a school building is $78,265. When one wing-is
omitted to cut'costs? he is able to cut his bid by.$16;228. What is his
new figure? ,

3.

- If a bundle of rock lath weighs 35 lbs. and it is permissible toplace 705
lbs. on any one area 'on a floor, how many bundles can be placed an any one
`Oreaq 6

`If 5 16s. of putty are required to; install one light of glass, how many,
lights can be instafled with 85 lbs..?

.

I. 0
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I

I

4.

a

ti

a

The *proper fl4ction 48/3 expressed as a mixed 'lumber is:

The mixed number 4 3/8 expressed as an improper fraction is:

What ,is the least common denominator: for the following group of fractions:

1/8, 1/2, 1/4, and 1/12?

What is the sum of the following fractions: 7/8, 3/4, and 9/16?

N.-

If 3/4 is subtracted from 11/12, the difference is:

The sum of 1 5/8, 2 11/64, and 19 1/4 is:

(

-. One roofis 113 larger in area than anothdr: The smaller roof takes 24

.4 squares of roofing material. How many squares of roofing material will the

larger roof take?

r.

ti
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,0

0
One-third of a box of glass is needed to glaze the north elevation of a
building; 2/3 of a box is needed to glaze the south elevation; 1/16 of a
box is needed to glaze the east elevation; and 1/2 of a-box is needed to
glaze the west elevation. .How many boxes are needed to glaze all four
elevations?

From a bundle containing 101 linear feet.of molding, a cabinetmaker uses
the following amounts: 11.1/3', 8 3/4', 12 1/8', and 9 5/8',. How many
linear feet of molding does He use in.all?

,.

6.

The product of 1/2 X 7/8 is:

4

The quotient of 1/4 s- 1/3 is:

t

If a roll of carpet weighs 467 1/2 lbs. and a running foot of the carpet
weighs 2 1/8-lbs., how many runningifeet are in the roll?

.

A piece of pipe must be cut to 3/8 the length of another pipe, which is 9'
long. How long a piece must be cut?

0

44

a:

I. .
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1.

Write each of the following as'decimals.

Seven tenths

Sixteen hundredtbi

Fifteen thousandths

Eleven ten-thousandths

Two thousand one hundred fifty-two thousandths

Convert each of the folowing measurements. to feet in decimajs.
6\

.

4' 6"

2' 4 1/4"

A house with a floor area of 1,860 sq. ft. is estimated to cost $18,042.

What is the cost per'square foot?

..A stack of plastic Sheets meas.ures 2.28" thick, and it is known that the

sheets aveiage 0.06" in thickness. How many sheets are in the stack?

8.

The labor cost for the concrete work for a house was $248. The material

cost'$210. -What percent. of the total cost of the concrete work was for

material?



An architect indicates a 1/8" = 1'0" scale in the drawing.of a swimming
pool. What is thiS scale expressed as a ratio ?.

On a tile job in which fireclay isto be used, a tileietter tells his
helper to mix mortar according. to the following formula: 6 buckets of
river sand, l'bucket of fireclay, and 2 buckqts of cement. Whit is the
.ratio of sand to 'fireclay in the mixture?

9.

Divide 19' 2" by 3' 10".

How many'bieces of .2; 3"-wide gypsum lath will be needed to cover a wall
48'-.6Zjong?

10.

'What is the perimeter Df a room 20' wide and 30'- long?

What is the,area, in,s4are feet, of a floor 42' by 112'?

,...?t

How many cubic yards of dirt have been removed for the basement and foundations
of a house if the excavation'is 35'.long, 35' wide, and averages 5' deep?

a_A

^n.



The area of a circular putting green with a radius of 17
square feet?

What is the'area of a circular floor with a diameter of 10' 6",.to the
nearest square foot? .

What is the area, in square inches, of an acute triangle with a base of
8 1/2' and an altitude of ri 1/4"?

What is the area in square. feet, of the floor shown below?

How many cubic yards of concrete will b4 needed for the foundatjon walls
and footings in the plan b6low if the walls are 6" thick and 18" deep, and
if the footings (shown in dotted lines) will require 2 5/27',cu. yd.'of concrete?

1. 6

2. 6 2/3
3. 7

4. 7 1/e'

f

9'0" --1

t

60

T

eo
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4

What is the total area, in square feet, of the exterior wall and gable
shown below, excluding window areas?

3 inches

5.4 inches

7 feet
wit

3 :2 feet

6.5 yards

15.3 m

12.7. ca

50.8 mm

0

3'0-

Metrics

cm

m

SZ

m

inches

inches

inches
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5.0 PhysAcal Reqdirements/Carpentry

. 0

' INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will ,demonstrate knowledge of physical
,requirements of the trade and the processes:of-physical development.

O

INTRODUCTION: The trade requires certain physical skills and abilities of the
worker. It is - necessary that the student be aware of the physical demands.of

tfie trade and understand factors of physical development.

PRESENTATION

0

Br

TEACHING OUTLINE',
) ,

TEACHING METHODS AND /{IDS

6.1 'Physical Reqvirements.

A. Strength
0

Lifting.-

°a. -material and qqu.ipment, weighing,

1 20 to 12'0 lbs. (e.g. lumber).

2. 'Carrying. '

4°
2

a. material and equipment Weighing

'20 to 100 lbs. (e.g. lumber).

3. Pushing.

a. raising framed walls.

4.' Pulling.

: 'a. removing nails.

0n-sitevisit or classroom

simulation

A. Demonstrate

B. Lead disc4ssionioruestion

on job site

,C. Discuss prokr technique

D. Administer work sheet

if



B. Balanc:
,,

1. Cliffiblit.

a. ladders/scaffolding.

2. Balancing.

a. s6ndApg on framing members,

. laddds'or scaffolding.

C. Body Dexterity

1. Stooping.'

a. picking u0

2: Kneeling.

a. nailing of subfloors.

3. Crouching. 0

a. nailing of roofing.

4. Crawling.

a: working in crawispace or attics.

5. Standing.

a. 'operating tools (67rtaws):

6. Walking.

a. moving, about jobsite.

7. Reclining.

a. craWlspace work.

tools and material.

D. Manual Dexterity

1. Reaching above shoulder.

a. hammering.

Reaching below shoulder.

`a. 'I'picking up tools and materials.

3.; Handling.

a. gripping tools (e.g. hammers).

4. Fingering.

a. holding pails for hammering.

5. Feeling.

a. alignment of materials, to flush

surface.

v3



E. Talking.

1. Normal communication.

F. Hearing

1. Normal communication.'

G. Vision

1. Normal Vision.

a. moving about jobs)te.

2. ACuity near.,

a. driving nails.

3. Acuity far.

a. proper alignment of framed walls.

/ 4. Depth porcoption.

a. working off ground (e.g. while on

ceing joists, latklErs.

5. Color vision.

a. matching pre-colored materials

(e.g. stained siding).

6. Field of vision.

a.' awareness of co.-workers when

carrying long pieces of material.

H. Coordination

1. Harld-arm.'

a. using hammers.

2. Foot-leg.

a. climbing ladders.

3. Eye-hand-foot. .

a. working with tools off the 0-ound

(e.g. on ladders).

r

N.



PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES PRESENT -III THE TRADE: REpUIREMENT.Sw(to be completed by student)

STRENGTH

Lifting

Weight Frequency BODY DEXTERITY

Stooping ..

Degree
of

Activ.

Fre-
quency.

.

MANUAL DEXTERITY,
. .

....;

Reachia-above shoulder

Degree
of

Activ.

Fre-

quen
cy

Carrying ,
,

-.1

Kneeling Reaching-below shoulder
:

lt,p

Pushing Crouching

--,?

Handlina

Pulling
Crawling -Fingering

i

BALANCE

Climbing .

Need Frequency
-

Standing . ,

. .

Feeling

Sitting ,

)
-

TALKING.(speech)

r
,

.
Pre-

quenc

Walking

Balanci m
. ,

,

'

HEARING .

Acuity

.

Rang
.

Reclining

NBION Need
Normal vision

.
Frequency VISION gont'd)

, A., 4
COORDINATIOW

,Hand-arm
I

Degree

.,)
Fre-

queric

.

Ac4ity-near
_ .

Color vision

. , .

Foot-leg

Acuity-far Field of vision_ Eye-Hand-Foot
. .

.

\
Depth perce4ion

O

v
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5.2 Individual Developmental Trocgses

A. Maturatioh-
4" 4

I. Causes physical changes in height and

body proportion.

2. Causes emotional changes.

3. A,gradual process.

`4. Fluctuates from person to person.

as

B. Nutrition

I: Vital to normal growth and develop-

_

ment.
/

2. Z55ential food jrups.

a. dairy prodffs.

fit meat.

c. vegetables and fru4ts.

d. bread and cereals.

Personal Care and Exercise

I. Good grooming habits.

2 Sufficient sleep and relaxation..

a. fatigue increases chances for

, accidents.' -

t
3. Hobbies. -

a. source Of relaxation, help, to

maintain good attitude.

"4.
, ,

Daily exercise. ,

a. stimulates interest.

relieves stress.
. dtv

D. Substance Abilse.

1. Marijuana.

a: affects'nervous system.

'b. affects thinking, judgment and

coordination.

c. long-term effects unknown.

ILS Physical Development

Explanation and Discussion

Invite Specialist

ti

N



2. LSD.

a. affects chemical level.in brain.

b. produces bizarre mental reaction f.

3. Barbiturrates.

a. one of most commonly abused drugs.

slow respoftes.

c. physically addictiagr.

d. long-term use causes personality

disorders.

4. Amphetamines.

a. affect central nervous system.

b. alormonly abused.

c. cause psychological dependence.

d. t.ptions and impair ability

to make decisioni.

5. Alcohol.

a. psychologically addicting.

E. Meetinglarious Trade Requirements

1 RecogAize and prepare.

a. natural maturation processes may.

play role.

b. exercise will play role.

4

4

dn-job-site visitations and

consutation with occupational.

therapist.

CS
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6.0 Safety .

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will be able to identify those hazards, acts
and conditions which affect safety on the job and will be able to identify ways
to avoid or correct them.

.

INTRODUCTION: A good worker is a safe worker;'injury affe.pts'production, as well
as the ability Of a person to earn a living.

PRESENTATION

TEACHING OUTLINE. TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

6.1 General Safe, 0

A. Average--over 14,000'employee9 killed .

each of past several Years.

1. From 1960 to 1970 over 150,000 fatal-
._

ities.

2. Cost, excluding propertydamage,

$115 billion.

3. 50 million employee 'days lost in

1972. -.

B. 'Accidents

1. An unplanned and unforeteen occur-

rence that interferes with or inter-

, rupts orderly progress of activity.

Explain, Discuss and Demonstrate

Where Appropriate

ILS General Safety

1

6:



2. Should'be analyzed to determine why

and how happenPd..

a. unsafe con,die ns; poor ox defec-

tive equipment, poor housekeep7

ing, inadequate }fighting.

b. unsafe acts; loose-fitting cloth-

C. OSHA

ing; horseplay, removing guards.

1. Williams-Steiger Occupational Safety

- and Health Act,.°1970.

2. Requires empjoyers,,to provide kale

conditions.

3. Requires e7..,ployees to comply.

4. Cdvel'i-about 60-million people;

excludes federal employees.

6:2 Personal Safety

A. Safety=t6hSciousness

Be aware of good safety practices.

a., learn the rules.

. Safety Awareness

1. Put safetylconsciousness to use:

a. obey the rules.

C. Head Protection

1. 130,000.head injuries in 1976.

2. Wear clean, adjustable hard hat.,

D. Eye and Face Protection

1. 1,000 eye injuries each day.

2. Wear safety glasses, goggles; masks;.,

shields if near harsh chemicals:

3. Wear safety glasses under

ILS Occupational Safety--'

Personal Safety

S

IC

.

70
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0
F. Hearing Protection

1. "Ear inserts'lower high frequency.

2. Ear.muffs lower low frequency.

F. Lang Protection

1. . Mechanical filters protect against

non-toxic dust.

2. Chemial-cartridge types protect

against low concentration of so'me

vapors.

3. Gas mask's. protect against organic

vaperS and toxic gases for limited

time:

4. Supplied-air respirators protect

against high concentrations ofgases

'and fumes.:

5. Self7contained breathing apparatus -

protects'against high concentrations

of gases, vapors, dusts, etc.

6. Air line respirators protect' against

high concentrations of dusts, fumes,

'Mists, and low concentrations of

gases.:

-Select properlorie for each:/job.

Hand PrOtection
,

1, Average of over 1,300 disabling hand

sand finger :injuries each ,day in 1976.

2. Gloves.

'a. asbestos protects against thermal

burns, hot or cold-.

metal mesh proteCts against cuts

and sharp objects.

'c., rubber protects against electri-,

cal .and, chemical burns,

71



A. Fire Types
, 6

1. "Cla'sS A ", of wood., cloth:paper.

2. "Class 8" of liquids and'gases; paint,

.
grease..

3. "Class C" of energized electrica

equipment.

4. "Class 0" of metals or metallic dusts.

B. Methods of Extinguishing

1. Absorb heat- -arid water.° .

2. Smother - -add dry chemicals, foam.

3. Remove fuel--shut off supply.

1.

C. Fighting Classes of Fires 4

1.' Class A . .

a. water to cool heat.

ILS Fire Types and Prevention.-

. :

0
d. neoprene and vinyl protect against

cheMicals.

e. leather protects against-rough

objects, heat and sparks.

f. fabric prCitects.againct dirt,

abrasions, slivers.

g. coated fabrics protect against

chemicals.

3. Creams also used.

H. Foot Protection

1. Over 200,000 disabling foot and toe

injuries, each year. '?

2. Wear leathco steel-toed safety shoes

or boots.

6.3 Fire Types arld Prevention

4

w.



2. Class B.

a. CO2, powder to smother, fire._

3. Class C.

a. non-conducting agent.

b,. attempt to de-energize.

4. Class D.

a. special extinguishing'agent for

types of metals.

6.4 Hygi4ne S'afety

A. ExposUre to Toxic Materials

I. CA create health hazards.

2. Internal exposure.

a. breathing contaminants.

b. swallowing contaminants.

c. absorption ihro0h

3. External exposure.

a. contact with skin.

b. can affect senses.

Noise Pollution

. .1. Measured iA decibtils.
,

2. Can affect hearirig over period of

time.
es

Affects other parts of body:

a. changes size of blood vessels,

makes heart work faster.

b. produces'headaches.

c. negatively affects nerves,

decreases .powers of judgment.

11

/s

ILS Occupational Safety--Hygiene

OPV

Safety
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C. Airborne Contaminants\

1. .Dusts; particles generated mechani-

cally.

a. can affect skin, eyes, lungs.

2. Fumes; solid particles of condensa-

tion process.

a. common fumes caused by oxidation

of metal.

3. Mists; particles of liquids or

liquids and solids.

4. Gases; low density, change to liquids

or solids.

5. Vapors; gases normally in solid or

liquiditaLe at room temperature:

6. Contamikants may affect body in four

ways.

a. as irritantslosto lungs.

b.< as asphyxiants, prevent blood

from normal transfer of oxygen.

c. as anesthetics'or narcotics,

cause drowsiness and nausea.

d:---as, systemic poisons, .attack vital.

organs.

'6.5 Hand Tool Safety

,A. Hammers
--

1. "Face should be 3/8" larger in dia-

meter than object.

2. Strikb object squarely as d flatly.

3.: Replace damaged handles before use.

4. Don't strike wood- or plastic-

handled chisels.

5. Don't pound with cheek (side) of

hammer.

ILS Occupational Safety--Hand

Tools .

74 .



6. Don't po/ und sharp objects with mallets

B. Chisels, Punches, NajOeSets

1. Be sure tools are ground at'proper

angles.

2. Remove.mushroomed heads. .

3. Hold tools with tongs if being struck

by another worker.

(

V

Screwdrivers

1. Select correct size and tip style.

2. Don't pound on screwdrivers.

3. Don't put, hands and fingers:under

work.

4. Don't use screwdrivers to pry,

5. Use appropriate wrench on square-

shank screwdriver.

6. Use magnetized screwdriver td start

screws in awkward places.

7. Use non-sparking screwdrivers if

.working near explosive hazard.

8. Use insulated screwdrivers when work-

ing on electrical devices.

9." Don't use screwdriver for electrical

testing. 4
17,

+D. Wrenches

1. Select correct type for Sob.'

2. Select correct size for snug fit.'

3. Don't use cheater bars.

4. When using adjustable wrenches, alWaYs

pull, always against fixed jaw.

5. Be sure wrench fits squarely, not

tilted.

6. Don't pound with a wrench.

..1



7. Use penetrating oil on "frozen

objects. .

E. Pliers

1. Select correct size and type.

2. Don't use cheater.

3. Exceisive heat will draw temper

metal.

from

4. Don't pound with pliers.

5. Cutting pliers.

a. cut at right' angle to wire.

b. point open side down so cut end

will not fl,' out.

6. Use pliers with high dielectric insul-

altion whenowo4ing on electrical

devices.

7. Keep jaws clean.

F. Vises

1. Work as close to vise as pos0404.
.1*

2. Clamp objects in middle of jaws.

3. Don't use cheater bar.

4. Use adequate -sized vise.

5. Support far end(s) of long.Work to

avoid putting excess strain on vise.

444

G. Clamping Tools

1. Select correct size and type.

2. Keep, moving parts clean,and

oiled.

3. Don't over - tighten.

'4. Don't use cheater.

5. Don't use for hoisting materials,.

76
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H. Saws

1. Select correct 9ize and type.

2. Maintain sharpness.

3. Check material before sawing.

4. Use sawhorse or bench, not knee, when

sawing.

5. Meke sure handle is clean' and tight.

6. Be aware of ha.nd, finger and leV pbsi-

tionbefore sawing.

7. Hacksaw teeth should point away from

handle to saw on push stroke.

8. Wear gloves when sawing metal.

I. Snip, Shears

1. Select-correct size and, type.
4W

2:° Keep blades sharp.

3. Do not cut wire.

4. Use. only hand pressure.

5. Wear gloves.

J. Files, Rasps

1. Select prop& size and type.

2. Don't Use wood filP or rasp on metal. .

3. Cut on forward stroke.

4. Keep teeth clean.

5. Use.propersized handles.

6. 4Don't,use to 1pry.

6.6 Power Tools

A. Ci9ular Saws .,1

1. Operate only with fixed guard on upper

half of blade and flexible ,guard on

'lower ha3f; don.'t tamper with guards.

o a

.

'ILS OccupdtionallSafety-k4er

'Tools* .

1

-t
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2. Blade should clear material.by maxi-

Mum 1/8"..

3. Operate by not forcing; forward

motion only. .

4. Check material forinails, grit, etc.;

support material so it doesn't bind.

5. -Allow blade to;Come to full speed

before cutting; prevents kickback.

. Make sure lower guard ,has returned

before sting dopn.

7. -Clean sawdust from lower gu4rd often'

-

B. Satre.Saws

SelectpPoper.blade for material.

24eed blade;slowly..

3. -1-1q1d saw base against material,

C. PneumatiC Tefolt

,l. Secure all hoses.
V _04e

Clean with compressqd air only if.

less' than 30 PSI with guard.

3. Hoses over-1/2" diameter must have

:gaiety valve.at source.

(Rose'couplIngs must,havie safety con.-

nection;

5% Naiers should have device to prevent

ejecting,w,hen not in contact with

-

,) -

6. :Point tools toward floor when carry-
s.

ling: .

7. Siiut down; turn off a-tr supplY,. blee d.

.

.8. Wear Safety equOment, goggles,

shields, etc. 1

4

4,
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4

D. Hydraulic Power Tools

1. 'Fluid used must-be fire-resistant and

approved by U.:S. Bureau of Mines,

2. Don't exceed manufacturer's pressure

recommendations.

3. Ddn't touch'stream of:fluid from leak.0 NIA.,

t

CompPes*rs

1. Storage tanks musl,beapproved by
. .

imerican So.,,ety MeChanical.

Ehgineert.

.2.' Lain dtIndepsed Water daily.-
a .

3. Tanks must have safety relief Wye.

4., Pressure gauge nfust be maintained

accurately.:

F. Powdee-Actuated

1. Twist befpre:loading each day....

2.40d justbeforevusing.

3. .Wear
-7.4'

eye,protectton.

4. Don't.pOint at anyone; keep hands

-away from barrel end. ...

5. Leaveprotective.guardsin placei

410st have safety deVice to' prevent

accidental firing, and to prevent.

firing -if tilted. 4

7. AN't operate near combustion'haiard.

8. Should only be dOratedbZtrained and
A.

r qualified person

9. -Return tool-to.* e after use,

10. ,pon't drive f,4ste `into extremely

hard br brittle materials.

.';'; rF

+

C

A
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7.d First Aid

4.
4.

Js D P il Air
S''

Ta. ff'S 11.
0 4 .a

?.

INSRUCTIONCOUTCOMES: The student will successfully complete an eight-hour
multi-medi.a first aid clas5, taught by a qualified instructor, and will obtain a
First Aiti Card. a

A ,
. V

4 i

INTRODUCTION: Persons employed i any occupation, e ecially those occupatioyt
which deal with power and hand tbo , encounter situations when first aid may be
necessary-to prevent an injury from coming merwerious. A first aid course,
successfully'completed, prepares individuals to cope wifh. nany, of those situations

PRESENTATION

,TEACHING OUTLINE TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

7,1 First Aid $ -
A. Eight-hour multi-media course, or

equivalent, offered by:

I. Red Cross

2. Medical 'Services,' Inc.
, I

3. Police Department

4. Fire Department

S. Otherservice and health

organizations.

/
. ,

Administer course

8Q
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8,0 Blueprint Reading

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will be able to identify and use the concepts
of working drawings and their components:, scaling and dimensioning, sketching, :
orthographic pictorial and isometric projections, as well ,as construction
symbols commonly found in blueprints.

INTRODUCTION: A skilled workei- must understand the language of blueprints to
advance in any trade where prints are used.

'7\

PRESENTATION

1

:TEACHING OUTLINE TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

13.1' Scaling and Dimensioning

A. Scale

1. The ratio of drawing dimensions

to object dimensions.

2. Always indicated on drawing..

3. Vary, depending on size of paper

and detail to be shown.

4. Measured by architect's scale,

engineer's scale, draftperson's

scale.

5. Technique of measurement:

architect's scale is placed on

drawing, read in.,,marked incre-

ments.'

D L 3 K. ko."7
SCALE: 3/4 1'0* APPAOVED 8Y:

OAT e G- n-80

OFFICE RE

Scale as Shown
1

Ar.chitect's Scale

8:6"

Scale Measurement
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6. Dimensions

I. Are size descriptions for drawn

objects.

2. Located on working drawings by:

a. dimension lines -- indicate

distance between two 6ifits

(usually between two exten-

sion,litnes),;wcontain dots or

arrows at ends.

b: 'extension lines--mark the
.

beginning and end of distance.

3.* Placed in orderly fashion on7

drawing.

etching

A. Uses

1. For conveyingrrough ideas or

organizing ideas.

2. For details, developed from

-existing drawing.

B. 'Materials

1. Pencil, soft lead.

2% Eraser, gum.\

3. Pap, coordinate

a. rectangularAn\.

b. isometric grid

C. Size, Proportions

I. Gene ally not drawn to scale,

but shoUld remain propOrtionately

accurate.

e
5'

t

Dimensions

Ert/
E116,

16M.
11111111111111111.
11111111111111111111.

Rectangular
, Grid

MieRE&.
3.NONNONI
.16313613..

Isometric Grid

82 a



D. Procedures

1. Determine overall size of object.

2. Create shoft lines by. one firm,

quick,stroke.

a: go through motion of stroke

%wih pencil removed from

paper.'

b: penc il pint on paper entire

time.

e. Basic Forms
sl

1. Squares, rectangles, triangles,

circles.

2. Luout'crosses (intersecting,

lines) to Providereference

points for drawing.

3. Circles and arcs sketched with

little finger of dr6Wing hand

as pivot; move paper, not hand.

8.3 Drawing Types andViews

A. Orthographic 'Projection

1. Callgd orthograbic drawings or
,

-"true"cdrawin s, also "three-:

view" or." ltiview."

2. ,Alrliost u yersally used irk,

archipect end,engineer cWawings-:,
. .

3. Dra n to scale-.

4. ch view shows, one fsace or side

of ot5-jecy seen from square

view,

5. Possible to.indlkale true 5jze, $

shape and location of all object

parts, and dimension clearly.

a.
\ .83

Explain and Discuss; All
o

References made tp:

JLS Scaling and DiMensioning

ILS Sketching

1LS Types of Drawings and Views

Ct.

LI,........

I

OrthOgr'aphic Drawing

.

a).



6. Each view is 900 rotation of

other view. .

7. All related views must be studied

together to visualize object

shape.

..!"

B. Types of Lines

1. Border Line.

a. a thick, solid black line

(blue).

b. shows geographical or space

borders.

2. Visible object line.

a. -a thinner solid black line

(blue):

b. shows visible edges of object.

3. Hidden object line.

a. a line of equidistant and

equal length dashes.

b. shows edges of'important
r .

elements hidden from view.

4. .Section line.'

a. a thick, broken .line with ,

arrows turned at 90° angle.

b. delineates sections of object

represented.
\

5. Center line.

a. a thin line of alternately

long and short Oashes.

b. shows centers of objects

(doorwas, e.g.) and rela-

tionship with Oven diMen-

sions.

Border Line

-Object Line

Hidden Object Line

Section Line

Center Line

-
14% 84



6. Long bredk,line.

a. a' thin solid. line, straight,

with occasional zig-zags.

b. indicates a break in object.

7. Extension line.

a. a short thin line, drawn

perpendicular to dimcnSiop

line.

b. showsteginning a" ending

point of measurement; lines

are exteisions of object or

-part.

8., Dimension,Qine.

a. a long thin line, with dots

or arrows on each end, broken

in middle for numbers.

4, touch extension lines and

'give measurement from one
-

extension line to another.

C. Pictorial DeaWing

1. Shows morehan one face of

object.

2. Advantage:` easier for lay person

to understand.

3. Disadvantage: ,dtoi-ted pbject

lines and angles. "

4. Useful ,to give "completed"-look

renderings.

.

.1

Long Break Line

Extension Line

. -

1

'Dimension
Line

O
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D. Axonometric Drawing

1. A type of pictorial drawing.
.

2. Three ptinclple ages used.

3. Can represent any object by

changing viewpoint.

4. Isometric position is principle

one used.

g Isometric Drawings

I. Viewed from exact position in

which three of sidli are equally

foreshortened:

2. Three axes: one axis vertical

and other two at 30
o
from hori-

zontal base .

3. Will appear in true proportion.

4. Will not appear in.true sale

lengths.

.

O

-

-Isometric Drawing.

g

or

t
Ct

kt
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9.0 Trade Tools/Carpentry

6

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will be able to 'identifyt.select and explain
the use of the comMonly-used trade tools, and will demonstratg basic skill pro-
ficiency in their use.

INTRODUCTION: The skilled worker mus select the proper tool for the job and
use it in a skilled manner'.

PRESENTATION

O

' _TEACHING OUTLINE
t

TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

9.1 Mea.Suring,Layout tevejing,Tools

0110A,. P;otractor.

1.i 'Made of Steel' or clear, plastic.

2. Used for the layout and measurement of

intersection of angld

, aid basellneand.mark,or measure

osii:ed angle.

.0; .

B. Try °Square

1.- Made of steel and wood.,

2. Designed to layout and/or check

accuracy cif. 909 and 45- angles.

3, To )s.set along side,of piece befh:

chttked with handle. Gaps insiica0
2.)

lack of
a

accurate 909 A459- &vies-

Oemonstrlte-anxplain

.IisS Measuring, Layout,' Leveling

Tools E

See; Waner

Oa.

'$ I



C. Spirit Levels

D.

1.

2.

3.

Made of or'metal

Used to check level and plumb surfaces

When placed flat on surface. cali-

brated vials will show enclosed but,:

ble center itself. . I

Steel and Folding Tapes

1. Steel rules came in varyidpg lengths,

while folding rules are usually _6 to

8 feet in.6-inch sections,

2. Calibrated devices used. to layout and

measure lengths.

3.. Apply rule between twoi)qints and read

measurement. Care to accurately

extend these tapesis inlortant:

E. Combination Square/T-Bevel

1. Metal tool with calibrated 12130cm

F.

rule.
k

2: .Handle slides along length of rule'

withtightening adjustment. -Combin-

ation square has handle with fixed

90° and 45° angles while T-bevel

handle adjustable 0 to 180 °.

3. Used similarly to try squalie.

' Dividers and SCribers

1: Metal -dev-kes of varying leg length.

'2.. Used to lay out circles, circular

tines (arcs). Locking device, allows

for accurate adjustment and.dUpji-
.

cation Of arcs.

3. Locate center point of arc/circle'and

.rotate divider to, mark layodt.

1

Folding Rule

Steel Tape
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G.

1

Builder-,

1. Made

with

2. Used

two

Straight Edge

of metal or yell seasoned wood

true edges.

to mark straight lines between

points.

H. Plumb Bob

1. Pointed metal or steel weight attached

to aline.

2. "Used to measure or lay out vertical

'84 3. Attach to temporary Kojection and

.suspend.

I. Steel Square

1. Carperiteh or framing squal-e accu-

rately machined 90° angle between

tongue (short side) and blade, (long
.

Y'."pde
.

2. used to lay out, measure and mark'

a Ariety of carPentry jobs. Tables

are often jncluded for marking length

and'angles of cuts fOr rafters, studs

and joists..

\'

9.2 HOlding anid Fastening
ks

'. AtA. Screwdrivers

1. Blade

~ Phillips

- 2.. Blade is used on-a standard screw .

slot head screw.'

1.0s an x shap ed point for
.

-
use with Phill)46 recessed head .

) screws.

\
. ,

Aluminum

Sraight Edge

ILS liolding and Festening Tools

,g40

Blade'Tip

Phillips Tip.



LI, Blade VPhillips screwdrivers are

hand=held tools that can he rotated

right or left and used to remove

screws.

B. Pliers

-1, Have varying shapes of nose and,

handles designed to grip, bend or cut

metal objlcts; not

used in place,of a

ening ocloosening.

designed to be

wrench for tigh
,

Wrenches

1: Allen Wrenches (Hex Keyl
9

Hex Key

Hex Drivers

a. Hex Drivers--used for driving hex-

type screws and 661,ts where small

amoun'tsipftwiit are sufficient.

b. 'Hex Key is used the same as lex

Driver.

c. Tools will deTiver much torque

and are ideal -where, speed and

space allow:

2. Pipe Wrench.

a. Use of pipe wrench is to turn
.

pipe6r round stock; adjusta6le.

b. is for gripping pipe or other

round surfaces (not to beused on

- nuts or bolts)

c. Jaws have grip teeth and are

tightening as pressure is applied'

to the handle. ..

,Hex Key

Socket

Hex Key
Set

Pipe

Wrench

Inside-Pipe Wrench'

90.
4 4
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1

)3. Torque Wrench

a: Used for tightening some nuts and

bolts whAll have been tested fOr

strength and require a setjorque.

(wrench is used in conjunction

with manufacturer recommendations)

b. To use, preset-tompie required,

'apply pressure until arrow reaches

1setting.

4. Spanner Wrench
6

special wrench which engages .

slots or holes in agout..

5. Adjustable Open-end Wrench; also

called crescent 'Wrench. ]

Usedas a multiple-purpose tool.

.(Use should be limitRd to field

applications where carrying

sederal sizes would be inconveni-

ent.) Available ,in lengths'rang--

ing-from 4"to 14" and jaw:sizes

ranging ,from 1/2" to W. °Due to

their inability to retain'size

adjusitMents, they are sloW and

unhandy to use. Also when large

pressure is applied, they have

a tendency to slip.) t,

Wrench is used by adlusting.j6ws.

openingto fit object to be turned

by turning screw in stationary

part of jaw. Jighten;jaws

tightly on object and exert

sure agaimst stationary jaw. e

a.

b.

7

Spanner
Wrench

. Crescent
Wrench

,
0
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41.14
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6. Combination Wrenches, . .

Non'adjustab'le wrenches have a box

wrench...or Closed end and 36 open'

wrench at the opposite end, Both

ends are s,amestze. SiZes in U.S.

increments of1/16" are available

from 1/I.61.! up, to 2" Qr more. .

Metric sizes, in increments of

1 mi/liMeter range similar to U.S.

starting at 2111111 and lip to 28mm

44 or more. .

Wrench is fitted over 'nut bplt.

turned:

Qpen.,..end Wrenches

a. Non - adjustable wrenches that are

double-ended with two different.,

size openings.
.

b. Openings are angled with the

wrench'body so they can be used

in close quarters.

At.:

f
s

o

16

r

8. Box Wrenches

a Available in same sizes as open-
'a

end ,wrenches; different sets have

straight or offset openings.

b. Wrench body completely surrounds

the bot head or the nut; lone-

ferred oven other-wrenches beCause

it will not slip.

9. Flare-nut (Tubing Wrenches)

a. Come in I16" incrwents and 3/8":

7/16" 1/2" --9/16"-- 5/8", the

Most cotmon sizes'used.

b. Specialized wrenches ,used to

tighten and loosen brass aluminum,

fittings; are.onlypartly open-end

but are wider to prevent s'lipping*

nddamage to fittings:.

92

4
t.$

Is"

Offset
Wrenchs

.44

Tubing Wrenches

F.

PIM
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10. Lever-jawed Wrench

Aat adjusted brscrew in handle;ir hand

4

:ttighteriing closes jaws,with mult*A -

'plied po ; toggle actiAl iin

'handleftripped to release jaws,

Sacket.Wrench Sets,
* e.

4 s a.' AvaAlabLeiq sizes in increments

1"

of common sizeskrange from
3/8" td1".

b. Usedltbrning
- 1 -speedwrench or

Drivers 1/4"

4

with a. ratchet,.

breaker' bar.
0

318" and .1/2 ";

1'".`,"'sfalso 3/4" and drivt sties),

.0

ratchets, 1/4'"- 3/8" - 1/2";

drive reversible button

allOws ratchet to advance in

etther. direction.

,breaker bar, 1/4" - 3/8" -

.1/2 "; drive handle has hinged

drive part, allows clearance

over obstruction when turning

socket.

(3) extensions; 1/4" - 3/8" -
.

1/2"; extensions allow sock-
, ets and various drives to be

used to gain access to nuts

and bolts that otherwise
". could not be reached ors.

turned with other types of

wrenches.

d. Special sockets

(1) impact sockets--pf heavier-.

bodiedand stronger material

to-prevent damage or break-

age. Usually dull appearance
(2) six- and twelve-point sock-.

ets; most sockets are twelve

116
e .

.

Lever-jawed Wrench

Ratchet
Handle

Breaker
Bar ,

93
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,

(3)

,point; to eiivent damage to
nut or bolt.six-point sockets
are used,.prewent slipping.
midget socket setsusually
1/4"drive,; contain sockets
for extremely small, fine
work; sizes vary from 1/8". to
7/16" in increments of 1/64"t

D. Bench Vise' 1

.
1.' Many styles and sizes lavailable.
'2. Used to hold or secur61 material while

leaving both hands-free to work on
object (re-cut, drill or saw).

3. Ihsert work, align to expose jproper
surface, tighten.

E. Clamps

1. Many types and sizes exist, including
spring, parallel, "C", and bar clamps,

2.. Used to hgld together materi_ ls during
assembly or fabric ti ; als .o apply

yjoints when gueing.
3. Clamp, is seletted for .typtand length,

placeid acrossitem aria tidhteneth

1. Nail dr4ing,a)nd pulling took with'
varying' handle' lengths, head weights/

patterns and ;claw shapes.,

2. Held grip near end of handle
,

in swiglhead squarely lonto. nail ;
claws are used' for removing nails.

,
2

Bolt Head End'

4 PT 6 pr 8, PT 12 PT

Drive. End 4

94

3/4"

Bench
Vise

1/2" 3/8" -1/4"

4

C.

Jorgensen
Clamp

Clqw Harmer'

"9



G. Nail .Sets
..

1. Pointed hardened steel devices

2: Used, for recessing nail head into. wood

surface.

3. Select nail set to match nail size;

placeJni nail and drive with hammer

until head of nail is below surface of

wood. /.

Hi Ripping Bars

4 Also known as pinch bars,ctow-bars,

wonder bars--are metal leverage

devices.

2. Used where pryingor leverage of'

'claws of a hammer are insufficient;

also useful in prying up boards, forms

or moldings. They can be useful in

removing hard-to-pull nails.

3. They are used by inserting one end

underneath the object and applying

pressure on the other'end'of the' bar..

9.3 Fastening Devices

A. Nails. .

\1. Used to fasten wood together; many

styles, lengths and make of,materials.

2. Shape of the head, shape'of the point

and length are determinedby in-

tended use. Widely used ,in'carpentry

a. flooring-used for attaching

-,-, decking to beam,

b. lirbed--used where 'a'dditi:onal

holding strength is required.

Nail Set

Crow Bar

Wrecking,

Bar

ILS.Holding*and Fastening DeviCes

1 4-1

Brad\

Finishing

Caseilig

Box

Common

Spike

Orc

kplex
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c. casing--uaed for applying door

and window,casings.-,,

d. finishing--used where appearances

of nail head is'undesirable,as in

cabinetry and other interior

finish carpentry,

e., common--used in framing, and other

rough carpentry.

f. 'Ir,ingdithreaded--used in cases'

where holdim:strength must be

at a maximum.

3. After selecting correct type and
. t.

length of nail, drive with hammer

until head is flush with surface of-

wood.

A

B. ScIpws

1.' Three major types of screws used in

carpentry--wood, sheetmetal and

machine screws.'

Selected by type, gauge,, length and

shape of_head for' each applicatiOn; -

Driven with appropriate screwdriver
.

for the screw head.

a: wood screwI7--available in length'

from 1/4" to .5" and gauges from

0 to.24;.providea morelasting
'1 .

and sturdy bond than' hails; ysed

where 'superior strAgth ts.'

required, such as hardware',

:attaChed, to. wood urfaces where

"pullout" is a Pro lem.

t's
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b. .sheetmetal screws- -used in

attaching flashing or, other metal

objects to wood; self threading

(cut their own ,hole).-

c. machine screws--used in assembling

metal parts that may include wood

in assembly such as sliding track

doors; only used with pre-dtilled

and tapped holes of correct size.

O

9.4 Anchoring Devices--(used where nails or

screws-are inappropriate in terms of hold-

ing power,'strength, length or permanence;

fall into two major catagories: A. Bolts,

pelts-and studs and; B. Shields, plugs and

anchorS).

A. Bolts, Nuts and Studs

I. Three major types =- carriage bolt,

machine bolts and lag

2-' Similar to screws in that ve
_,Dr

threaded bodies but are not designed

to be self-threading. Usually

coupled with a matching nut.

3. Typical applications are attaching

mudsills to-foundations, hanging -

garage doorhardware and securing

large beams to steel plates.
9

B. Shields, Plugs and AnChors ,

1.' Various sizes and lengths.

2, Designed to be used it conjunction

With bolts when driVing them into

masonry walls-or attaching fixtureS

to interior walls.

ILS Fastening Devices .

e .

1111111ffill11111

Screw Plug

Bolt Shield

/
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b.'.sheetmetal screws- -used in

attaching flashing or other metal

objects to wood; self threading

(cut their own ,hole)..

c. machine screws- -used in assembling

metal parts that may include wood

in assembly such as sliding track

doors; only used with pre-dhilled

and tapped holes of,correct

0

9.4 Anchoring Devices--(used where nails or

screwsare inappropriate in terms of hold-

ing power:strength, length or permanence;

fall into two major catagories: A. Bolts,

mlts' and studs and; B. Shields, plugs and

anchors)

A. Bolts, Nuts and Studs

1. Three major types =- carriage bolt,

machine bolts and lag scrt.
. .

2.: Similar to screws in that eve

threaded bodies but are not designed

to be self-threading. Usually

coupled with a matching nut.

3. Typical applications are attaching'
..

mudsills to-foundations, hanging -

garabedoor'haraware and securing

large beams to steel plates.

B. Shields, Plugs and Andlors

1.' Various sizes and lengths.

2. Designed to be used in conjunction

'with bolts when driVing them into

masOnry walls.or attaching fiKtureS

to interior walls.

4

ILS Fastening Devices .
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Screw Plug

Bolt Shield
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3. A hole for anchoring device must be

drilled and then, as bolt is driven

into device, it expands,ocking it

into the wall.

9.5 Boring and Drilling Tools

A. Awls

1. Consists of a pointed steel shaft

set in a handle.

2. Used for making holes in wood and

other soft materials for starting

nails and screws; as a scriber to

mark lines and a light-duty drift to

hold light materials.

3. Hand-held; either plunqed,with turn-,

ing motion of hand; into material, or

drawn across surface.

°J3. Punch

1. A solid bar of tool. steel .(usually

hexagonal):

2. Used fof marking centers of holes,_

driOng pins or shafts, and making

and aligning holes.

Types and uses:

Long tapered punch--aligning holes.

Center punch--marking centers for

drilling hole.

Pin/punch--driving pins,or shafts.

% Hand punch--driving large shafts

or punching holes in sheet metal.

Prick punch--marking lines to indi-*

cate cuts or bends in sheet metal.

. es
n.

Awl,

Punches

0
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3., Depending on intended Use, held 'in

the h'and and sometimes driven with a

mallet or hammer.
o

. Hand Braces and Bits.

1. Crank-like tool with a chuck for

holding bits.

'2. Used for boring or drilling, or
2

screwdriver attachments for counter-

.Moatsoramonk-i-ndi-styp

having rever ratchet device that-

permits boring withou 1-turn of

handle. -
3. To insert bit, loosen chuck, which

will open the jaws, insert bit: and

tighten chuck; hand brace is operated

by placing prigssure on knob and turn-

ing handle clockwise.

Bits--
a

4. 'Auger bits--most commonly used points

with brac8. Classified according to.

overall length at*: 7

dowel bits (41/4")

meditim bits (7" to 9")

ship augers (18" to 24")

Made in'three styles:

solid center

x single twist

°
double twist

Sized according to head diameter in

k sixteenths,of an inch; auger bits

are for drilling holes in wood.

D

Brace

o -.000000

1

Auger Tip
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5. rorstner hit -- unlike auger bit, has

no screw or projecting spurs; 'used

when no screw hole projecting

through wood is de!ired.

6. Countersink bit is used to enlarge

and taper mouth of. a hole to accept.

flat-headed'screw.

7. Expansion bits are made with adjUst-

able cutters of differelt sizes and.

can bore holes up to 3" in diameter.

8. Twist bits, also used for boring wood,

are sized in thirty-setonds of an inch

from 1/8" to 1/2".

9. Lockset bits are used for shallow

boring of large diameter holes, from

1 5/8" to 2 1/8".

10. Screw driver bits are also available.

D. Other Drill'S

1. Hand drills .

6% used for making _small holes in

4"fietal, wood or masonry..

b. sizes of drills range up to 1/4".
. .

c. /drill is.operated by placing

pressure an. handle and turning

geared handle.

2. Breast drills

a. similar to hand drill but used

for heavier work, up to 1/2" dia-,

meter.

b. weight is placed on the breast:

plate while using both hands to

steady and opeiate drill,

c. bit is inserted as in the hand

brace.

, .

Auger Forstner

Counter Sink Bit

ExpansionBit .

Breast Drill A
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3: Automatic or push drill

a. used for making small` holes in

wood, generally for inserting

screws.

b. 'operated by pushing handle, which

has a spring return action. ' Drill

points range in diameter from

/64" to 1/16".

c. used with one hand.

9.6 Cutting.ToOls: Files, Abrasives

A. Knives

1. Many different typeS--utility knife,

linoleum knife, putty knife, pOtket

knife.'

2. U.sed- for a wide rangeof purposes--

-cutting, scribing, shaving and smooth-

ing.

3. Be sure blade is sharp; make sure

hands and knife are clean, cut away

-from body.

B. Hatchets

1. Several tipes,most prominent ate

claw hatchet and hand hatchet.

2. Often used for cutting away surplus

wood, chopping hardened plaster or

-hewing; claw hatchet head As flat

and slotted, and is used for driving

and pulling nails; half hatchet is

for lighter work. Both are"used for

ripping and rough hammering.

3. When using, always aim blow carefully.,

(1-;;;;:pazmzce

Utility Knife

Framing
Hatchet

Hand Hatchet
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C. Handsnips

1. Several kinds, including aviation

5niv, double cutting snips, and

cutting pliers.

2. All used for cutting sheet metal,

metal lath and other soft and light

materials.

3. Grasp tool-away from joint, near end

of handle, to avoid pinching; cut-off

end of material shoUld be pointed

downward and away from body:

D. Wood Chisels

1. Used for chipping, carving .or parting
o

metal and other heavy materials;

sized by blade width, frorli 1/8" to

2"

2. .Identified by intended use:

a. tang chillshank of blade set

into handles
o

b. socket chisel--handle set into

socket; steel blade is heat-

_treated, proportioned according

to use of chisel; bevel edge

is tapered toward'cuttieg.end.

3. Light u,se chisels'oushedmith hanti or

driven with right-mallet, heavier use

dtiven with hammer. Cut with grain

(away.from body)` for, smooth, clean

cut.

14,

fe
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E.Aold Chisels

1. ComMon types are cape chisel, diamond-

point and -round nose. Sized by width

4 of cutting head, classified according'

to shape: Different types, all thick:,

.bladed and .used with mallet or hammer

to cutmetals..

2. Never used on hardened steel*

3. Grasp Chisel near mid point, use ,

mallet to tap chisel' head, aim away

from body and keep eye on chisel's

cutting edge; wear goggles.

F. Saws

1. Most common are handsaws and hacksaws,

though compass and keyfiol.e saws are

Used for' cutting curvediltines in

soft material &.

a. handsaws

(1), crosscutUsed for cutting

wood across graifi. .

(2) ripsaw--cutting with grain.

(3) specified by length and

shape of blade and number of

tooth points per inch. Tips

of teeth are bent, alter-

nating'eight and left, so

kerf will be slightly wider

than blade thickness.

z. Start cut by.guiding saw with thumb.

of free hand high.on bladp; don't

force heavily', never place thumb on

material being cut. ..e

<, 103



b. hackSaws.

(1) cuts all metals other than

hardened steel; most frames

take 8",'10", or 12Y .blades;
Q

blades.have 14, 18, 24 and

32 teeth per inch, pointed

forward to cut on "push" .

. .

stroke; fewet teeth per inch

used on soft metals, more on

harder material or thin

pieces.

(2) work should be held in clamp

or vise.; one hand on hacksaw

handle, the other on front

end of frame; pressure

applied on forward stroke,

lifted slightly on return

-stroke.

G. Files

1. Variety of styles and sizes and teeth.

Common shapes are round (rat-tail)..-

half-round, flat, square and tri-

angular; made of hardened steel,

therefore very-brittle.

2. Specified according to type and

coaseness of cut, as well as length

and shape.

Standaki cuts are:

a. single cut--one unbroken course

of teethc,across surface, parallel

with each other but at oblique

angle to length of file.

deb. , WINES 61111111

A:

File Sections

O
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b. double cuttwo courses crossing

eachother, one course finer-than

other-

c. rasp cut=-teeth not inparriel

rows, generally coarse poihts;

used for cutting and smoothing
,

metals and other materials.

3. Never use file without patting tangin

Secure vise

or clamps; HOld,file with bhth hands,

file.in forward direction only; -

exerting firm pressure. Raise file or

return to clear material.

.F

Single, Cut

A\I

Double Cut.

. SMooth 11111

First Cut

Bastard

Coarse

7 105
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I. Planes .

if Standard surfacing planes.

a. smooth, 8-9" length.

b. jack, 14" length.

c. fore and jointer, 18 -24" length.

d. block, 6-7" length.

2, Uses

a.' jack; general purpose work.

b. smooth; smaller finish work.

c.- block; fitting and trimming

3. Held'with one hand on handle, other on

knob, pushed with grain.

a. release cam to adjust depth of cut

b. turn adjusting nut to change blade

elevation.

c. check lateral adjustment with

lateral adjusting lever.

d. tighten cam.

e. depth of cut 'should produce.

shavings not chips.

sic

ISmoothing

10>OPPIP"

Jack

c

Jointer

Block

9
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9.7 Hand ElectriE Tool

A. Portable Drills

1. 'Generally three common sizes--1/4":

high speed for"lightlduty applications

3/8": more pbwer.lower speed, used

for heavier work; 1/2% more power.

- 'lower 'speed, used for heavier work.

2. Used not only to drill, but with

attachments alp to sand, pdlih,
.

countersink, wind and drive screws.

1.''Chuckspeed(rotations per minute).

will slowdown considerably during

drilling operation; select drill with

enough power to do work or motor can

overheat.

4. Drill bit is inserted into chuck by.,

v.loosening chuck with chuck key, in-.

serting bit then_ti9htening 'chuck

firmly.

5. Align and mark hole to be drilled,

hold drill with both handS2.oneon

handle, other on body foP,support.

B. Electric Saws

1. 4Different sizes to-accommodate, blades

varying in diameter from about 6" to

9"; larger the diameter, the deeper

blade will cut.

2. Used primarily for'crosscutting and

Pipping wood..

3. Base of saw may be raised,or lowered

to control depth of cut; many will

liake bevel cutof up to.45°.

1

.

k.

Electric
Hand'Drill

Cirdblar

Saw
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4. In use, tt counter .lc iseaderoaes .okW

and cuts. in upward direction; tjghten

before operation, be sire blade guards.

are in bositjonstand to.ire side of

cut.

5.' Operates by squeezing power trigger;

when cut is complete, release trigger

and Wait for blade to stop before .

setting down:

eV*

C. Sabre Saw

1.4 Various maket.

2. Used for bael eirts, sharp angles and

curved cuts. Blade moves up and down
14

in cutting.

3. Used by placing one hand on knob and

other on slaw body.

D. Portable Electric Sanders_

1'. Three types in wide use--belt sander,

orbital s'ander, disc sander.

.a. belt sander

(1) most useful for sanding large

. flarsurfaces.

(21) sized by width th:KI length of

belt.

(3) should be directed with the

wood grain

b. orbital zander

(1) various" makes'--all rely on

noscill'tion".princiPle

(moves back and forth and ,

sidesto side.)

(2) can be used wifh or against

grain-,'use.d mostlyyin finish

work. ^ .

Recipocating
r Saw

4 4

,

/
/

Oit'i.tal Sander
.,

;
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.

I

. (3) 10 operate, place hand

over handle and other on knob

c. dig 'sander

(1) many'makesrely on rotary

sanding disc which is flex-

4#rible to sand uneven or

, curved surfaces. /

(2) ()Orate by placing one hand

on rear handle and other on

,guiding handle near'front of

sander.

1
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'10.0 Carpentry Materials

O

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will be albeto identify basic carpentry-
, "construction materials, and explain their characteristicsand uses, and proper

storage and handling practices.

.

.

INTRODUCTION: 'The skilled worker must have a basic understanding of he. IIMO-i-
als he or she will work with. . 4, ,

4

PRESENTATION

0

TEACHING OUTLINE TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

10:1 Lumber--includes boards for flooring,

sheathing, paneling, trim; dimension f14-

ber is used for sills, plates, studs,

rafters; timbers are used.for posts,

beams and heavy, stringers.

A. Types
. .

1. Softwood

. 2. Hardwood;
4

B. Characteristic?

1. Cutting methods

a. edge-grain or quarter-sawed for

softwood.

b. flat-grained or plaid -sawed for

hardwood.

Explain and Discuss''

Invite Supplier to Demonstrate

See Wagner op. cit.
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2. Moisture content

a. before 'commercial use, most of .

moisture.must be removed; framing

and outside finish lumber dried to

15 perdent moisture content; cabi-

netNwoods dried to 7 to 10 percent

moisture content: °

3. Shrinkage

a. mostly along direction'of rings;

practically none.in lehgth.

C. Seasoning

1.: Air-dried

Sta(-ked with,stickers and exposed

to ouside air; relatively slow.

Z. Kiln-dried

a. dried in temperature- and humidity-

controlled ovens:

D. Defects

1. An irregularity in wood which reduces

strength, durability or usefulness--

knots, splits, cracks, pitch pockets,

wane,'warp, decay.

E. Grades

1. Basic classifigation are boards,

dimensions, timbers.

2. Grades within these categories are:

boards -- selects, finish, paneling,

siding, sheathing; dimension--light

framing, studs, Structural light 4

framing, structual joists and planks;

timbers- -beams and stringers, posts

and .timbers.

C
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F.
6 Stress Values

1. Applies to nearly all grades.

'2. Two types--visual and machine rated.

G4. Sizes

1. Nominal size is rough, unfinished mea-

surement.

2. Dressed size is smaller than nominal

size as a result of seaso rink-

age) and surfacingjdbt, lane, sand).

10.2 Plywood

A. Construction

1. Made by gluing together a numberlof

layers (plies) with grain turned at.

right angle on each successive layer;

may the sanded.

B.. Types

1. Interior plywood

. ; bonded with glues that are not

waterproof.

:b. used for cabinets'and othe6r in-

terior work.

2. .Exterior plywood

a. bonded with waterproof glues..

b. used for siding and forms and,

anything that will be exposed to

2,xce.'sive moisture. ,

C. Sizes

1. Standard panel is 8' X 4'; common

thicknesses are .1/4 ", 3/8", 1/2"it-

5/8", 3/4".
.

3

4
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D. 1Grdd's ,

1. Aatura4 finjsh-Lfree of ?pen defects.

N'''' 2. A--smooth, paintable; not more than
. .

18 repairs. .,(
.

3. 'B- -solid surfate,
\I some minor splits

and tight knots permitted.

41 C Plugged--some defects permitted.

5. C--tight knots to 11/2", knotholes to 1"

and some Irr.

,6. D-:-knots and holes to 21/2", limited

splits.
,. 4,.. / '"

10.3 Hardbdard and Particle Board

A. Used extensively in modern construction fOr

siding and interior wall surfaces; cabinet
IIP

work.

, B. Construction

Hardboard

a. made of refined wood fibers,

pressed together.

b. two types: standard and tempered,

which is impregnated with oils and

resins for water resistance.

Sized 4-foot width and 8, 10, 12,2'

16-foot ldngth. Thicknesses

between 1 1/2" and 5/16".

2. Particle board

a. made of wood flakes, chips and

shavings bonded with resins or

adhesives. Common size is 8' X 4!.

Thicknesses between 1/4" and' ,

1 7/16".

Vir
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10.4 Wood Treatment

A. Two general types.

1. Oils- -salts which are dissolved in

water.

2. Follow manufacturer's directions.

9

,40

10.5'Nonwood Materials

A. GyPsum productsLlath, wallboard, sheath-
,

ing.
/

B. Insulation boards and blankets.

C. Mineral fiber and asphalt shingles.

D. Metal lath and flashing.

'10.6 Proper Handling and Storage

A. Lumber and sheathing

1. Should be laid straight on 16ei skids

raised above the grqund; covered with

waterproof Farrier.

2. Surfaces should be protected against

C dirt and scarrirtg.

9
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11.0 Construction Phases

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: The student will be able to describe and explain the
purpose of completing the following phases of construction.

. INTRODUCTION: Skilled,craft person Must understand the proper construction
sequences and techniques for building any sou4structure.

4

141,

PRESENTATION

TEACHING OUTLINE
TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

11.1 Work Phases

A. Mudsills

1. A pressure treated framing member,

usuallYse2-X4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8,

sitting directly on-concrete founda-

Ition wall; normally fastened by bolts

to foundation; floor joiats are nailed

to mudsill.

Purposes

a. -ties floor joists ,,to foundation

wall. .

b. provides layout, solid bearing

surface and nailing board for

joists.
. .

c. keeps joist ends away from con-
.

crete.

Explain and Discuss

Jobsite Visitation
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: I riming Post and Brim

Beam- -heavy structural member, either

,wood, steel or concrete, which carries

floor joists. Post--heavy-vertical

structural member which supports beams.

%2: Puspose

a. usually the span of a house is

too wide for a single joist to

reach from side to side; beams and

post provide the means Of reducing

necessary span while providing

necessary support with less expense

thin additional foundation walls.

C. Layout Floor Framing

1. Locating and placingfloor joists and

floor openings.

2. Purpose

a. accurate location of floor joists

is vital to final location and

'installation of many house.arts

such as chimneys, fireplaces and

plumbing fixtures.

b. layout of floor joists should be

marked on all members to which

they will be nailed--usually mud-

sills, beams or girders, or 'base-

ment bearing walls,

c. when floor joists are lapped over

a beam or bearing wall, it is

necessary to Adjust the layout so

that they stay parallel. Layout

markings at the point of lap are

made as follows:

IL'S CO-CR-02

° ILS CO-CR-03

I .0

0.0
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d. layout markings should all start

at the same end of the house and

stay uniform.

D. Bridging

1.. Cross bracing betWeen joist using

woodor Metal blocks.

2. Purpose

a. bridging is-an integral part of the

1 floor system for providing Tegidity

io%the floor joist's. It allows

the weight to be more evenly dis-'

tributed over the entire floor

ares; thus decreasing sag from

,'concentrated loads.

E. Framingfloor/openings

1.. CUlting joists and:prepaAng necessary

reinforcements forfloor openings;

24 Openings-through a'floor-are frequently

necessary for stairs, chimneys, pipet,

etc. It is necessary to retain:the

original- strength, as well as provide

the opening so reinforcements are

,added to the openings during framing

process. .

1

F. Installing Subflooring

1. Subflooring is laid on the floor

-. joists. It provides substantial

.support to floor, loads and acts as an

* nderlayment for support and attach-

...jnent df fin/1n floor materials, bear-:
#

ing '1110-s4, and partitions.
t .

CO-Ck-04
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44,

2...-Subfl4Pring adds strength and

to the finiihed;flopringlaid ups

greatly increasing tts load-cerryi

ability. The sUbfloor braces the-
.

joists leis attached to and allows'

' sthe finish ftoorvidg to be run either

parallel pr perpendicular to-these

joists. In addition it acts as a fire
-

barrier, ins-illation, and soundproofing

material. Subfloor laying is the

final step in completing work on the

floor frame. 2 X 8 decking is cony-

monly used fqr this purpose.

G. Underlayment

'1.' The final step in preparing floor

surfaces for finish flooring by car-

penter. Placed qn, top of subfloor,

it provides a good surface for final

treatment.

2. Underlayment can provide for such

additional benifits to house as-sound

proofing, insulation'and added lateral

rigidity. When properly applied, it.

provides a Uniform floor surface which

facilitates final finish flooring.

H. Layout--walls

1. Layout provides for accurate location

of all specified' walls and for loca-

tion of framed wall openings: The

plates are marked for location of all

wall framing members.

rorn:: , -,
s.
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2. It js necessary to mark walls and
, .

framing member positions before actual

_construction of wall begins; saves

time and mist/11(es. In addition, the

amountof material needed and special

framing'requiements ore given wa19

can be anticipated in advance:

3. Examples of this might be window

. headers or partition wall post.' Both

are 'easy to deal with as framing is

. accomplished;.extremely awkward if

until after wall is framed.

I. Wall Framing

1: After layout, the actual cutting to

size atld nailing together of all wall

units is performed. 2 X 4 material

is commonly used but 2 X 6 is now an

option because'of added insulating

capacity.

2. Wall frame is constructed to provide

support and glove, shaft to structure;

provides a base for products to be

,applied later, such a' prefabricated

door and window units, wall board,

and fixtures such as cabinets.

3. Accurate measuring,narking and cut-

ting are very inportant to this phase
4./-

ofconstructlon. Good nailing tech-

niques will speed up assewbly, time

and enhance strength of framed-up'

walls, as well'.

14.9



J.° Window Layout

1. Preparation'of rough openings for

windows in framed walls, hOders,

trimmers, rough sijl's and cripples

are the framing members involved in

this process.
.

2. -*Current practice no longer seethe

carpenter making windows onejob site.

Window units are generally prefabei-

cated by window manufacturer; means

there will be a wide variety of window

specifications and, thus, a need for

careful and accurate preparation` of,

wall opening by carpenter.

. 3.' Failure to accurately prepare for

"Roggh Opening" dimensions of a window

during framing will.be a time-consuminc

and frustrating mistake for carpenter.

K. Installing Wall Sheathing /bracing

1. Wall sheathing is applied over the

exterior side of framed walls; tree

common types of sheathingfare used:

plywood, fiberboard/insulation board.

and ,gypsum (water reSstant).

2. Wall sheathing serves to insulate

N

a structure, strengthens wall framing

and serves as bdse on whiCh to attach

exterior wall covering.

3. Contemporary construction,technigues

will sometimes combine this sheathing

with final layer or skin, using only

one layer of material for both steps

(T-I11 siding, for exanife).
olw

CO-CR-11

CO-CR-10
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L. Roof Layout

1. Correct layout of components of is roof

frame :is important for proper strength

and correct fitting of roof coverings.
. .

'2. When structure has been framed, plumbed
L

iand'squared, building is ready for roof

3. First step in roofframing accu-

rately laying out positions of rafters

on plates-and ridge. board. This is

the beginniqg of a strong, well-built
- ..

house.

M. Layout of Common Rafters

1. Rafters are skeleton upon,Which-roofinc

material:is attached. Slope; span

and lOad-bearing requirements will .

contribute to determination of spacing

and dimension of lumber used for

rafters. Pre-engineered ,trusses can

be used in place of raftes.'

.2. Purpose--a set of rafters fastened

together form roof of a house;.rafter,

. not only forms shape of house but

*, makes up final structural skeleton to

provide shelter from weather. Rafters

occasionally carry heavy loads (rain,

. snow, ice, wind) and must be designed

t to carry that load. Careful Layout

'4- and cutting are keys to good framing.

Correct layout of angle cuts and rafter

length is a most.
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3. Terms

a. cpmmon,raftera rafter that runs

at.right angles to the ridge and

to the wall plate (plan view--

looking down.)

b. plumb cut--a verycal.cut when the

rafter is PositiOned. Provides

a fight fit to the ridge'board.

c. seat cut--a horizontal cut when

the 'rafter is posit-id:led. Provide

a tight.bearing fit Jo the wall

plate.

d. span- -the outside distance covered

by a pair of common rafters. r

e. run--the horizontal dist'ance

covered by'one common rafter

(one-half the span.)'

V. rise--the vertical distance from

the top of the plate.

g. .pitch--(slope) The incline of the

roof. -Usually shown as a tri-

angularsymbol above the roof line.

Stated as the-rise in inches per

foot (12") of run, i.e. 6 inches

rise to 12 inches' run. These

represent the readings on tqe

framing square for layout.

h.. ridge - -the highest.part of the

roof. Usually a framing board

along the center of the roof'frame

- to which the rafters are nailed,:

toe

ilb

s 0.

- .,
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N. RoofSheathing

1: Provides aoailing base for roof

ing materiels. and adds:strengtil to

roof 'framing members, holding,them

firmly.in place. 2-by tqngue and

groove decking and plywood are common

materials used for sheathing. -Types

of roofing materials and rafter spac:-

ing determines dimenions of materials

used.O

cover-

Roof sheathing, like subflooring and

Wall 'sheathing, is a structural ele-

ment. Sheathing adds strength and

-, rigidity .to.:6the roof framing and pro-

vides a nailing basefor various fin

roof covering-materials .'t When.

closed sheathing is installed, where

all'tides are butted together with no

4
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gaps between, a degree of protection

against spreading of fire.is also

created.

SUGGESTED READING

1. Wagner, Willis H.
Modern Carpentry

*Goodheart--Willcox 1976

gar

-

F
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12.0 Basic Applied Carpentry Techniques

INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES: Student will demodstrate and execute basic trade skills
by completing aproject to thle satisfaction of the instructor.

INTRODUCTION: TIis instructional unit provides students an opp6rtunitg to practice
techniques followed in the Pacific Northwest; appropriate techniques will have

. been learned in previous topics in this guide.

I

PR5SENTATION

TEACHING OUTLINE TEACHING METHODS AND AIDS

12.1 Project

A. Carpentry Project--Stud Wall

1. Layout and make plates

a., read print to determine stud spac-

ingand placement and length.

6, measure and.Mark plates for stud

location by laying side-by side.

and markingiiith pencil using'

framing square.

2. Obtain studs and tal to lengtli:

a. measure and mark using steel tape.

b. cut with handsaw or power circular

saw.

Explain and discuss

Administer project sheet

125
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3. Assembly of framing members.

a. align studs to layout ,marks on

plates (top and bottm).

b. check for accuracy and square

using steel' tape and square.:

c. nail members together.

(1) use 16d:nails.

(2) 2 per stud through'eacb

(3) nail top plate.

(4) nail bottom plate.

d. recheck for 'square and accuracy.

(1) using steel tape and fraMing

square check for height and
a

squareness.

e. raise wall to vertical,

(1) -obtain assistance if required

by weight or exposure.

) have temporary bracing ready

before lifting with 16d nails t,

(3) raise wall to vertical....-1

(4) attach temporary,bracing.,

6,

-

9

J.

1 6,
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V.

CARPENTRY PROJECT-SHEET

p'

1. Partition wall layout and construction

The student will complete a carper.ry project using tools correctly and safely, to

industry standards.'

REQUIREMENTS

Flai surface at least 10' x 10' to lay out wall unit

TOOLS

metal tape measure

pencil

22 oz. hammer

framing square,

combination square

chalkline

spi.rit level

crosscut saw or power circular saw

MATERIALS

2' x 4" lum6er

16 penny nails

7 p.enny nails.

o

A.;

1.1
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STEPS TO COMPLETION
a

1. Examine drawing.

2'. Inspect site for partition placement, checking for level surface.

3. Mark location for base Plate using chalkline.-

4. Determine wall length.

5. Measure mark and cut and top plate to specified length. .

6. Lay out both plates on face at the site marked for wall.

J. 7. Tack both plates together with 7 penny nails (don't drive completely, will beremoved later).

8. Turn plates on edge.

9. Mark stud location on both plates using steel tapewand combination square.

10. Separate plates.

11. Spread plates, leaving base plate at-marking line, top plate approximately
8' away; leave plates on edge and parallel to each other.

, 12. Determine stud length require for wall height (8' twice thickness of 2 by 4for 8' wall=921/2").

11: Determine' number of studs required for wall.

14. Select and measure, mark and cut studs to length.

15. Lay studs out on edge between plates at markings.

T6.Use care to ensure, that opiate and stud are properly aligned before nailing.

17. Using 16-4 nail's, nail base, plate' to each stud with 2 nails per stud.

18.. Using 16 d nails, 2 per stud; nail top plate to studs; ensure that properalignment is achieved before attaching.,

19. Using framing square; check corners of walls for 900 angle.
4

20. Using steel'tape, make diagonal test .to check for overall squareness of wall.(Extend tape betwedn diagonal corners;'the distance between each' set of
diagonal corners must be. equal.)

21. Prepare bracing material
to support,prected pirtition '(use 2 by 4.lumber).



ear

22. With minimum of 1 person Per 10' of wall and 1 person for nailing braces 43.
into place, prepare.to raise the wall.

23. Align base plate with layout markings.
.0-

24. Lift wall carefully to vertical.

25. Nail brac.ing to wall.

26. Tack bracing to. floor/deck.

27. Check for plumb and square.

28. Finish nailing braces to -floor /deck.

29. Clean up the area.

130
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TASK INVENTORY

INSTRUCTIONS.

List each manipulative n

Page 1

CARPENTER
Job Title

Geowe Edwards
Analyst

To the right of tite page are three sections of columns askirg specific ques-
tions about the Entry Level, Frequency of Performance aid Instruction At-
tained At. An "X", should be placed, by the analyst, opposite each task in
the appropriate box of the "ENTRY LEVEL" and "FREQUENCY OF PER-
FORMANCE" sections. Section three, "INSTRUCTION ATTAINED Al"'
is to 6. completed by state representative persons selectid by the state

..
clop Ant specialist.

s
.

'.

Entry
Level

Frequency of
Performance

Instruction
A4 lined at

2
.4
0-

osr

"
11,..

0c .

>.
ml

-G.'

>

1

`-
vs

i
P
3
3

.-i

ir
ux

' 9
-S.

E

&

5*3'
in

t
L

ii

ta

i Duty
No

Task
No

;Task Description '

1 0 Seeks job
1 Re.tster at employment division

Re ister on union out of work ist

X

2

3 Ca T'on contractors in person X

4 Call on job sites in person
Call on government agencies in person ,

,*

5

. Cosile self-evaluation list X . X

2 0 Peiqorms general tasks .

1 Mleasure lumber & other materials with folding rule

& pull-out tape
.

. X

2 Mark angular & parallel lines with rafter & s.

combinatjQn &ware X

3 Use level rod properly - X

4 Read simple plan details X

5 Eistahlish long lines with chalk line X

6 Select lumbgr by size- & grade X

7 Cut lumber with hand tools X X

8 Inspect lumber for crown & warp
.

9 Select nails & bolts by size & type

10 Do simple laybut -, X . -

'11 Clean & sharpen personal tools '

12 Participate in training Programs
. _

3 0 Practices safety & accident prevention

1 Lift & carry objects properly
2 Select & use proper fire extinguisher .

3 Build barricades around openings & traffic areas
,

1

& handrails
4 Install shoring for excavations i

5- Wear personal protective clothing.-
6- .Wash.reqularlyfor sanitation X

7 Obtairi license to use powder actuated tools X

8 Use pneumatit tools & equipment X X .
.

9 Use electric powered tools X X

TO Use electrical niform color coding . X X

-X0 11 Use ladders in accordance with rules

12 Use first aid kit X

13 Obtain first aid card

Obtain OSHA card

X X

X14

15 Obtain Laser car. . X ,

.



TASK INVENTORY

INSTRUCTIONS:

List each manipulative and knowledge skill r f

Page 2

CARPENTER
Job Title

George Fdwards
AnaW

To the right of the page are three sections of columns asking specific qua : -
fions about filo Entry Level, Frequency of Performance and Instruction At- 61
tamed At. An "X" should be placed, by the analyst, opposite each task in
the appropriate *it of the "ENTRY LEVEL" and '"FREQUENCY OF PER-
FORMANCE" sections. Section three, "INSTRUCTION ATTAINED `AT'
is to be completed by state representative persons selecfsci by the state

adepartment specialist.

Entry
Lave

Frequency of
Performance

Instruction
Attained at

4.
o

so-c

,,,

L2-*

t'

>
g;
1

5.

0

.4
4:18-2-13*:

t-- a

§

()

a-

1,9

4..3.

t

V
E
3
so

1
'''

lAty
No.

Task
No.

Task Description
.

3 Uses measuring.& marking equipment
- e d'no rule X X

- 2 Use push-pull tape' :.
.

3 Use 100' tape
- ve or chain- , .

U 6 rafter square 4 gauges .

e b'nation & tri- g are-
.7 Use knife cut for fine measuring.

8 Use pencil & marking crayons
9 Use chalk line & string line .

.

X
1p Use scriber,'divider & trammel points to mark lines x

.

'11 Ue-various types of levels X

Use various types of surveying instruments X X
Use laser -, .

.,

,. . , 1 on rete .

Proportion 4 mix concrete for given strength X X
il I - '. X X

3 Make concrete test cylinder X X
. 4 weigh or calCulate wet/dry concrete volume' X

X

X

X
6

.
o o- of - - e -11 1

Read & interpret cdhcrete specificati,oDs
, X XI. - II -t-' X X

.. 1111111

111111
,. - .roof foundations X' X

,----

N'. .16 S li X X
10 Calculate amount of concrete for. job X X

.

- - or! m.terials .

. X X .
orooer form hardware ,

.1 .t- ca ation X I

14 Selectparting agents & apply
15 Build footing & wall forms X X :

16 Strip form materials .
- X!

1 ild curb' & sidewalk forms
18 install reinforcing materials
19 Build stair forms,.
20 Establish grades in forms .

rill 21 Ins.tall & remove form hardware
olang ormsWHIBui

Set & install steel, plastic & cardboard forms
24

.

Build fireproofing forms
25 Build tiltwall forms
26 Build architectural farms .



4
INSTRUCTIONS:

TASK INVENTORY
CARPE

Page
.

a

Job Title

George Edwards .

Analyst

To the right of the page are three sections of columns askirg slibcific quit:
lions about the Entry Level, Frequency of -Performanceband Instruction At- 1
tained At. An "X" should be placed, by the analyst, opposite each task in /'... pp
the appropriate box of the "ENTRY LEVEL" and "FREQUENCY OF PER-
FORMANCE" sections. Settion three, "INSTRUCTION ATTAINED AT"
is to be completed by state representative persons selectld by the state -department specialist.

4

Entry
Level

Frequency of
Performance

Instruction
Attained at

ml 0

sr
c.
o-

41)

m

Z.`

3.

.a.)

.>.

6c

x
ao-

o-
8

3
3
3.z

9

-
8-

I:

il

Duty
No.

. Task
No.

Task Description

Rpads hAupprints
I- kw,- : - s I I. I. Is Si

.1.

111111 O'i Mee : I .5 Al 131111
111111 1 .. '11 .1 1 114 481. 4.. ell' / - XMI .' 1 /'u' *es -11 111 X

Draw to scale & aimension plot plansfoundations

21111
7, plprations - 'X X x,

I- . e. . :u. f its e -8T,' X X -

. ec:::. 'O. 1.11 ftI.NM
Imill

. I. 1 , M P
- 1 US. 1 1' aa
' A./1 1' / ; HO 1 - 11101111111MINI111111111

E111 - .. . 5 - - - . - ra 511111
111111

- -
. .Far-

.

111111 ,lila - - - . - .. ,- . 01111
111111 % 111111

Q USA CahrP caw X. . . .1
11

M111.,..I11111111111111Illr . M M FIFA .

1111111111111

MUM 'IMMIlffitallffIl 11111111MMIIMIX 111 1111E1111 . .

ls USe block, smooth & jack pl. es . X X :

14 --cro bar fl.tbar catspaw X 1 r
15 Use flat glade, Phillips &tra het screwdrivers X

16. Use brace & bit. ,/ . X X , .
17 Use ad'ustable 'aw o en box end, & soc et wrenc es` mill gioniiii.
18 Use tlam s &vises , Iliiiii 1

19 Use Gliers ,nail sets, center, unches IIIILILII
20 Use ocket knife utilit knives, utt ni e ILINIMIILIIIINIMMIIIII
21 Use scraers, files & wood rash ' IIISILII l I

22 Use lumb bob, level, bevel Sqydre, comb nation
raft 'r s uare .

, LIU
23 Use Metal & woodlmiter box - RAU ,

24 i Use butt'gauge & calipers. : X NI 1limn
MN

Ise coping saw 0

.
LILIIIIMINIIIIIIIIIII

1'
se gas a.e ec mc we .ing equipmen

1 Identif ox acet lene burnin & weldThr egupment IllX
X_

X 111.1.1111.1
III
X _

.2 Identify electric arc burning & wqldino equipment
Dentif basic metals .

a
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TASK INVENTORY

CARPENTER
Job Title

, ,
INSTRUCTIONSC .

List each mani ul;five and knowledge skill relatin

Page 4

George Edwards
Analyst

.,

To the right of, the page. are three sections of columns sskirg specific clues-

e Lions about than Entry Level. Frequency of Performance and Instruction At-
tamed At. An "X" should bb pieced, by the an#19ste opposite each task in
theZpropriate boset'Of 'the "ENTRY LP/W..4nd "FREOUENCr OF PER-
FORMANCE": seCtions. Section three, "INSTRUCTION ATTAINED AT"
is tdieNornpleted by state representative 'poisons selectld by the state
departriient specialist: .

Entry
- Levi

Frequency of
Performance

'instruction
Attained at

9

8-

r
=

`.
0

r
;
1

41/

w

0

?E)
1-

's84.

3

§

P
0

Or
-4,

:.sr:,
:4

5*0

F;

-,'-

3.

Duty
No.

Task
No.

Task Description

4 Identify/select welding rods and electrodes
5 Identify welding symbols on blueprints
6 Identify/use proper safety equipment . X
7 Adjust arc Welding equipment to proper setting
8 Adjust-gauges of acetylene equipment X X
9 Cut:& weTa*Tound, flat, pope & 'H' sections

.

.

X X
10 Weld horizonthlly. vertically & flat X X
11 Obtain state certification X

.

' 0 ,Works with rigging

Identify rbpe. wire & synthetic slings & fasteners X
2 Calculate weight of materials to be lifted ,

X X
3 , Select rigging e'cgording to weight of materials X X
-4 Tie various kinat'(types)-of knots 'X X
5 Determine Proper pick up point of material X X
6 Select lifting -device Icrane, chain hoist, rope fall) X X
7 Use proper hand signals to direct operator X X
8 -'Use appropriate safety devices

- X X
9 Attach/use safety &tag lines to-materials X .X

10 Use scaffolding & ladders

9 0 Works with wood &imetal rough carDentry 4

X

X\

X

1 .-
'Build wood fokindatl'ons

2 InStall mud sills
3 Cut & install rim joist ° X X
4 .Cut & install floor & ceiling joists X X
5 Cut & install headers & trimmers around floor &

ceilin o pings -- X

X

X

X

X

X

.

& Cut toins'all plywood & solid wood decking
. .Cut & install stair stringers
8 - Cut & install columns, beams & braces
9, ' Gut & install studs & plates in wall . I 1

10 Cut & install trimmers, headers, blocking & bracing

X X

Xin walls
11 Cut & install plywood, insulation board, gypsum board

wall & roof sheathing .

Cut & install rafters purl ingsiiT756fs12

13 Build-44 inst411 trusses,
14 Cut & install- timbers; glue lams, decking & sheathing

X X-on,roofs
l Build,&,instaIF prefab roof deck system X X . 1

lb Cut /4 in'staT1---metas "
. , .

.ri-



TASK INVENTORY

INSTRUCTIONS:

List each manipulative and knowledge skill relating fo the o

Page

CARPENTER
Job Title

Gen.rge Fdidardi
Analyst

.

To the right of the page are three sections of columns askirg specific quills-
fans about the Entry Level. Frequency of Performance and Instruction At.
Mined At. An "X" should be placed, by the analyst. opposite each task in
ille appropriate box ofthe "ENTRY LEVEL" and "FREQUENCY OF PER-
FORMANCE." sections. -Suction three, "INSTRUCTION ATTAINED AT" -

is to be completed by state representative persons selectrd by the state
department specialist.

.,

Entry
Level

Frequency of
Profoma:nee

Instruction
Attained at

b

c..
g.

td,

w=t
0.

)1.

;
ka

>

g

G)
2

0

2-
il.2-

Y
8

0
a3
3

4
P
I
.

50

I-c
'

.2

xt

_,
w,

i.

Duty
No..

Task
No.

Task Description

9 17 Cut & jnstall wallboard X

18 Cut -& install suspend0 ceiling . X

19 . Construct temporary shelters' X

20 Build & install stress skin panels, plywood box beams ,

folded plate roofs X -X
21 Cut & install bridging X X

22 Cut & nail sawhorses .
. X X

023- Install ventilation devices X.

10 0 Works with wood & metal finish carpentry
1 Hang swing & bi-fold doors
2. Install finish hardware X

3 Cut & interior & exterior .trim X

4 Instal) indow siltls & sliding dodrs X

5 Install cabinets X .

6 Cut & install siding *- X
7 Cut & install formica tvoe'materials X X

8 Cut & install marlite type materials
Cut.& install acoustic'tile & sheets

X
X

X

X9

10 Install'overhead garage doors - . X X
11 Install screen doors - *- ,

Install movable partitions . ,

Cut & install finish staircase & handrails

-.X-

Xr
X

X

X

.12
13

14 Gut &.install hardwood floArs /
X X

/ 15 Sandy& finish hardwood floors- - X X .

16 Cut & install wood & plastic gutters X X

17 Cutc& install wall paneling - X X

1'8 Cut holes for sinks & appliances .

X k
.

,

I or at soecialt caroentr

Build boats ,

.

2 Install metal, compositiOn, wood,- concrete, ceramic .

roofing -

Install fiberglass, rdckwool, cal-Mose insulation
X

X

-X

X .

,.

-_

,3

4 Set machi4y &.conveying equipment
:-Tnstall dewaterinq systems
Supervise excavation & backfill jobs

- X
X

X

X

X

,X
X'

X

.

-
.- ,

6

7 Supervise construction jobs '& communication

'.-7-

8 'Build bridges & heavy form supports

Drive ptlings
X

X
X :

X , ,9

10 Dive with hardhat or scuba' gear .

,__.....
Prefabricate trusses & building compnnehtql X.X.--L:-:-.........

X i

-1

...
1,1

we'
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